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VIRGiliiA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF ROCKINGHA1'1 COUNTY 
WALLACE J. WOOD,. 
Plaintiff 
v. 
EQUITABLE VARIABLE LIFE 
INS~~CE COMPANY, 
1285 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 
Defendant 
SERVE: 
RUSSELL ALTON WRIGHT 
Registered Agent 
510 United Virginia Bank 
Building 
Richmond, Virginia 23219 
At Law No: 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT 
Comes now the plaintiff, Wallace J. Wood, by counsel, and 
moves for judgment against defendant, Equitable Variable Life 
Insurance Company (EVLICO), on the grounds and in the amount 
hereinafter set forth: 
1. Defendant, Equitable Variable Life Insurance Company is 
a corporation organized under the laws of the State of New York, 
having an office and principal place of business at 1285 Avenue 
of the Americas, New York, New York, and is engaged in the 
business of a life insurance company. 
2. On September 5, 1981, Sharon Elizabeth Wood, a resident 
and domiciliary of the Commonwealth of Virginia, app1ied to 
defendant for a Variable Whole Life Insurance policy in the face 
amount of $50,000. At the time of application she paid the 
initial mo~thly premium for that policy in the amount of $86. 
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3. On October 17, 1981, defendant EVLICO approved a 
standard Variable Life Insurance contract and issued to the said 
Sharon Elizabeth Wood Policy No: 31052324 with an issue date of 
September 11, 1981 and a register date of September 14, 1981. 
Said policy was released to EVLICO' s representat.ive on October 
27, 1981, for delivery to Miss Wood. A true copy of said policy 
is attached to this Motion for Ju~gment as Exhibit "A" hereof. 
4. The named beneficiary of said policy of insurance 
des~gnated by Sharon Elizabeth Wood was plaintiff, Wallace J. 
Wood. 
5. A "Notice of Withdrawal Right" letter was mailed to 
Sharon Elizabeth Wood on or about January 5, 1982. Said Notice 
provided in part that said Sharon Elizabeth Wood had "until ten 
days from the date of mailing of this Notice, as determined by 
its post mark, to return the policy for cancellation." The date 
of mailing indicated on the "Notice" was December 30, 1981. 
6. A "Request for Withdrawal" which accompanied the above 
referenced "t~otice" was purportedly signed by Sharon Elizabeth 
Wood, and bears the date January 9, 1982. 
7. Said "Request for Withdrawal" was received by defendant 
on January 22, 1982. 
8. On January 13, 1982 Sharon Elizabeth Wood was a paying 
passenger aboard regularly scheduled Air Florida flight 90 which 
crashed in the District of Columbia and resulted in ~uss Wood's 
immediate death. 
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9. On or about April 15, 1982, plaintiff, by counsel, duly l 
filed his claim for payment of the proceeds of said policy of 
insurance, together with proof of Sharon Elizabeth Wood's acci-
dental death, as required by defendant insurance company. 
10. On or about May 7, 1982, defendant insurance company 
notified counsel for plaintiff that plaintiff's claim was denied 
and has continued to refuse to remit to him any part of the 
proceeds of said policy. 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff, Wallace J. Wood, demands judgment 
· against defendant, Equitable Variable Life Insurance Company in I 
the amount of $50,000 with interest thereon from January 13, 1982 I 
II : 
until paid, and his costs in this behalf expended. 
l I (-.:c . ' l .. (· r.; · .; , ~ "'""-" ."'tl'- .. ' 
s Karen L. Geary, Esqu~re 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
WALLACE J. WOOD 
By Counsel 
609 Virginia National Bank Buildi~g 
Harrisonb~g, Virginia 22801 
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SHARON WOOD 
SHARON WOOD 
sso.ooo 
3105232. 
" . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . ..... 
t\;:(•o (\diUI l'ltll:11 t·, '• ''oiO\\i fVll\.11 f\.liCl) (\111(1 1\'\1(1) 
•• 
1
"-•lt!t L\'LifU t\LUl;· t-. '·· t.uc·o tvl.l<n L\i.iC.O •\illl·~ fVI' 
t·::• • l\'lU.O L\lllt'U l\."lllt• 1\'IIC.tt P•III<.O l\'IICO t\·uCO tVt'C'U 
CJ ~ \ IIUJ f \ILICO 1 H •• ' • · · •• • l' "" 1 '"11rn • \ "" \ '\;ttr·n "" 
.-......- .... ~.. ~·~ 
'-''---· thl• insurance benefits of this policy to the Beneficiary _& roof of the Insured's 
death; c.lnd 
-"' ,, (tilL' l'fJiicy ()u•nt•r) with the other rights and benefits of this policy. 
Tht .. sc agn•cntt.•nts arc subjt.'t:l to the provisions of this policy. 
The Death Benefit of this policy during the first ·policy year will 
equal the face amount shown on page 3. Thereafter, it may increase 
or decrease each year as describea on page 5 depending upon 
separate account investment experience, but shall· never be less than 
the face amount. 
The cash value of this policy will vary from day to day. It may 
increase or decrease depending upon separate account investment 
experience. 
Premiums arc sho\vn on p,1gc 3 and are fixed as to aqtount. They will not vary with separate 
account invcstmt.•nt experience. 
Right to Examine Policy. You may examine this policy and if for any reason you are not satisfied 
with it, you mdy ~a nee I it by returning tht' policy with a written request for cancellation to our Ad-
ministrative Office by the later of: (a) the lOth day after you receive it; or (b) the 45th day after 
Part.l of tht' application was signed. If you do this, we will refund the premium that was paid. 
No. Hl-01 
Lim1ted Payrn~nt Life Plan - LEVEL FACE AMOUNT. Variable insurance payable 
upon death Guaranteed. Minimum Death Benefit. Fixed premiums payable for 
Premium Pf'ri<.'d shown on page 3 or until earlier death. Non-Participating. lnvest-
·n,Pnt expPri~nce rPt lect~d in benefits. Investment options described on page 6. 
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~85 Avenue of the Americas, New York, 
Co11tents 
Insurance benefits 2 
Policy owner and beneficiary 4 -
I 
Premiums, grace, lapse, reinstatement 4 ,Ian -LEVEL FACE AMOUNT. Va 
1 
• .,. .. ..,."."'"',.t 1\A:-: ..... u.- T"'\n ... ~h.. Il---L:-
Death Benefit 5 
Cash Value S 
Loans S 
The Separate Accounts 6 
Investment Options, 
allocations, transfers 6 
Options on Lapse 7 
Exchange of Policy 7 
General Provisions 8 
Payment Options 9 
Basis of Values 11 
(Net rates of return, variable adjustment 
amount, benefit base, calculation of cash 
values) 
Any additional benefit riders and a copy of 
the application are included in this policy 
after page 12. 
In this policy: 
'We," "our" and "us" mean Equitable Variable 
Life Insurance Company. 
''You" and "your" mean the Owner of the policy 
at the time an Owner's right is exercised. 
Administrative Office 
The address of our Administrative Office is 
shown on page 3. You should send premiums 
and requests to that address unless instructed 
otherwise. 
Insurance Benefits 
The insurance benefits we pay at the Insured's death 
include: 
• the Death Benefit described on page 5; 
• plus any additional benefits due from riders to 
this policy; 
• plus or minus any adjustment for the last 
premium; 
• minus any loan (and loan interest) on the 
policy. 
"' . . . -.. 
• ~(.'I' ~. -\.'! 
We will add interest to the resulting amount for the 
period from the date of death to the date of payment. 
It will be computed at the interest rate we are then 
paying under the Deposit Option on page 9. 
We will pay these benefits only if premiums have 
been paid as called for by this policy. However, even 
if premiums have been discontinued we may still pay 
certain benefits. See Options on Lapse, page 7. 
Payment of these benefits may also be affected by 
other provisions of this policy. See the Suicide Exclu-
sion, Incontestability and Age and Sex clauses on 
page 8. Special exclusions or limitations (if any) are 
listed on page 3. 
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THE INSURED SHARON WOOD REGISTER DATE SEP 1-\1 1981. 
POLICY OWNER SHARON WOOD DATE OF ISSUE SEP 11• 1981 
FACE AMOUNT $50,000 ISSUE AGE.SEX lt2,FEMALE 
POLICY NUMBER 31052324 BENEFWIClA~YE J A L~C WOOD,PAREHT 
************************* BENEFITS AND PREMIUMS TABLE *************** .... ••••• · 
BENEFITS 
LIFE INSURANCE - VARIABLE DISABILITY PREMIUM WAIVER 
MONTHLY PREMIUM 
.sal:~8 
PREMIUM PERIOD 
TO AGE 82 TO AGE 65 
THE FIRST PREMIUM IS '86.00 AND IS DUE ON OR BEFORE DELIVERY OF THE POLICY~.E SUBSEQUENT PREMIUMS ARE DUE ON OCT 14, 1981 AND MONTHLY THEREAFTER DURING 1" 
PREMIUM PERIOD IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ABOVE PREMIUM TABLE. 
****************•****'** TABLE OF NET ANNUAL PREMIUMS ...................... . 
BEbiNN~NG OF POLIC YEAR NET ANNWAL PREMIU 
1 s 450.00 
2 
- 4 833.00 
-; - 40 865 .• 00 
***************** INVESTMENT ALLOCATION OF NET ANNUAL PREMIUM **************• 
SEPARATE ACCOUNT I 100~ 
******* AOMIN!STRATIVE OFFICE: ~~~fTt~~fRXtRI~fb~c~I~~f~iURANCE COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 1122 
COLUMBUS, OH ~3216 
,... 
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THE INSURED SHARON WOOO 
FAC.E AMOUNT 
POLICY NUMBER 
$!i0 ,ooo 
03105232/t 
• 
REGISTER DATE SEP 14• 1981 . 
DATE OF ISSUE SEP 11. 1981 
ISSUE AGE,SEX ~2eFEMALE 
**************************** TABULAR CASH VALUES ************************** ... 
THE CASH VALUE Of THIS POLICY MAY BE GREATER BR LESS THAN AMOUNTS SHOWN · 
SEE PAGE 5 FOR CASH VALUE PR VISION 
INTr:R 1'4 TABULAR CASH VALue·s IN FIRST POLICY YEAR 
INTERIM INTERIM INTERIM ENO UF TARULAR END OF TA~AR END 2F TABULAR POLICY CASH POLICY CA H POLl Y CASH MONTH VALUES MONTH VALUES MONTH VALUES 
1 $ 0 5 s 0 9 s lu 2 0 6 30 n 3 0 1 . Is 68 4 0 8 1 s 16 
TABULAR CASH VALUES AT ENDS OF POLICY YEARS* 
END OF TAB~lAR END OF TABULAR END 2F Ttf~hAR POLICY CA H POLICY CASH P~l Y YEAR VALUES YEAR VALUES AR VALUES 
! $ t·~u 9 $ 9:~1~ u s u:nj lY 3 ,763 8.483 
It 2t512 12 9,402 20 17:221 
5 3,311 13 10,336 AGE 65 20,31~ 
6 ltw129 14 11t283 AGE 70 25,571 
7 4,ct65 15 12. 21tlt 
8 5,819 16 13,·217 
* VALUES NOT SiiOWN WILL SE FURNISHED ON REQUEST. 
THE TABULAk ~ASH V.:.LUES ~IIOMN ABOVE; ARE ~OT MINIMUM VALUES~ BUT REPRESENT THE VALUES THlT WOULD BE PAYABLE IF THE ACTUAL N T RATE 
£F RETURN FOR EACH POLICY YEAR EQUALED THE BASE ~~T RATE OF RETURN. 
~ 
(p 
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1. 
2. 
THIS PAGE 3A-CONI'INUED IS A PART OF THIS P(I.ICY 031052324 
.... *ENDORSEMENT• .... 
AMENDMENT TO THE SEPARATE ACCOUNTS PROVISION& THE lHIRD 
PARA&RAPH IS CHANGED TO READ AS FOLLOWSI 
•INSTEAD OF MAKING DIRECT INYESTMENTSt ME MAY ALSO 
OPERATE BTH ER SEPARATE ACCOUNT I (ll 11 AS A .UNIT 
INVESTMENT TRUSTt.A.'lR OTHER FORM. WE WOULD INVEST ALL OR PART OF SUCH ACCouNT'S ASSETS IN SHARES.o& UNITS OF·A 
FUND •. "E OR AN AFFIL lATE WOULD BE THE INYI!S.TMINT 
. ADVISER AND WOULD INVEST THE ASSETS 01 "-T.._ F .. D AS ABOVE.• . 
AMEMJMENT TO SECOND PARAGRAPH OF •DETERMINATION AMI PAYMENT 
OF VARIABLE BENEF ITS•: :. ... . 
ITEM 2. IS CHANGED TO READ •2. PAYMENT OF LOANS {EXCEPT WHEN USED TO PAY PREMIUMSJ;• 
3. AMENDMENT TO •INCONTESTABILITY• PROVISION& TtE.FOLlOWING IS. 
ADDEO AFTER TIE FIRST SENTENCEa 
s.a1-a 
•NO STATEMENT SHALL BE USED TO RESIST A CLAIM UNLESS CONTAINED IN THE APPLICATION.• 
~ . . . 
PAGE 3A-CONTINUED 
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TABLE OF NET SINGLE PREMIUMS 
For $1.00 of Variahlt.) Atljustm<'nt Amount or P,tid-lJp \.'Vhule Life Insurance. Values shown are applicable on 
policy anntversaric..,. The net ~in~;le premium a!li uf a tlat~ Juring a policy year shall be determined by interpola-
tion between the valu~s applicable on the immediately preceding and immediately following anniversaries. 
Age of A~e <•f A~P ot AgE- (lf Age of 
Insured Net ln!~iurt-d Neat lnf5ured Net ln!~iured Net Insured Net 
(Nearest Sin~le tNttarec;t Singlt- ( Ncartt!'t Single (Nearest Single (Nearest Single 
Birthuay l Premi~!.•!! '~i.r.~~-t!~·x.> ~!:.«-:'.!'-~~!'! Birthdavl Premium Birthday) Premium Birthday) Premium 
-----'f ... 
MALE INSURED 
- ··--·-··· 
l S.0'-'647 ~1 $.17350 41 5.32865 61 $.57583 81 $.81560 
2 ,\})~71 ,.., . l71:S~O 42 .3JQ18 62 .58929 82 .82496 
3 .l012o 23 .18450 43 .3~995 63 .60212. 83 .83394 
4 .l0.3~.J7 2·l .LY03J 44 Jo096 o4 .61610 84 .84259 
5 .106t'\5 Z5 L9635 45 . .37222 65 .62940 85 .85096 
6 .1~no ..,. ... C' .2026.1 46 .38370 66 .64260 86 .85909 
7 . ll.31:! ~~ .2.0915 47 .30541 67 .65565 87 .86704 
8 .11650 28 215QI 48 .40733 68 .66851 88 .87488 
9 .I:Ot)~ ,,0 .222UJ 4Q ·ll945 69 .68114 89 .88268 
h) I:::J:-7 .10 .~1021 :;o .4.3176 70 .69350 90 .89050 
·'II l."'·:t· I 1J :! l7 /t; ~I -1·1424 71 .70559 91 .80841 
ll i ': f\(. :. ) .:.J;, ;, .. 52 .45688 72 .71744 92 .90648 
u i ... ··.;. .. . .' =\. \r ·t"' -,J . .to068 7J .72908 93 .01479 
14 ; l\,.11 ... q ...:C'-20.~; .=;.t . .tl3261 74 .74057 94 .92350 
1.~ . ! I •.• - \:; .• ~70~ 1. 55 .·19568 75 75194 95 .93291 
I C. : ~~'-. . ,,.. :'::"ll:'t) 56 .~0886 76 .76319 96 .94339 
t:• . i) ~n:: J7 !~13Ut:' 57 -~'2214 77 .77427 97 .95520 
lti 
. i :'~·'' .\~ . Lvl),:,t.i ..)~ ~~550 78 .78512 98 .96810 
I\) ;n .. :. . , ..., ,\\I~~'IJ :YJ :0·11:S92 -;'0 .79566 99 .98063 
:!0 . :, ·r.· .. ~' ·•t: ; I t\.'5 ,11,} . -'~'2.37 ~!) .80583 100 J .00000 
fEi\lALE IN~URED 
~~ ... ·.-, .. ' ~ . ,,;,, •• i .. s .'.~89ti 6! 5 . .5~214 81 s 77427 . . .. 
., \,ltj:. . .. . iS~J .. :. ·il -~\)850 0~ 53550 82 .78512 
-· 
... 
J .u~·~·i ... . '·~J.! .. ) -lJ .. ;uaJo oJ .54892 83 .79566 
4 l)\J :!} ~: .:.a •'J~.:'.~ ·l·l .\1835 64 .So237 84 .80583 
.) ,i)\.l.~·.·~ "'-
. ' :7.\~0 ·1 ~ .Jl865 o5 .57583 85 .8!560 
t1 l1'-' .'.\ ~ ~I\ i 7~\JL! ·ltl 1• \1.) 18 Ot' .:;~029 86 .d249o 
... ! Llt.1.~. ~ )r• . H:S45u -l7 .14995' . .., .o0272 87 .8.3304 I _, 01 
t\ . :v.Ho ,;:~ . t.,.,v.~J -~~ .. '\o09b o8 .ot610 88 .84259 
9 . i\.~o.!-:l 2•} .l'ilo3s -l9 .~7222 69 .62940 89 .85096 
10 . ! {)\.) .. ,_\ ,';\,) .• ~o2oJ 50 . .\ti370 70 .64260 90 .85909 
II .II ZOO 31 7.09'13 51 . .30541 71 .b5565 91 .86704 
12 lit' II ,\,! :!1501 52 .-1073.3 "':'., .6b851 92 .87488 II. 
IJ .l.::!UU·\ .u l.:!.:.~J .:,J ..l 1945 73 .68114 93 .882b8 
14 , .!J7U '\.1 . .!3021 54 4.\176 74 .60350 94 .89050 
13 I .~::,,.a ... :. .' '\:·",''; .~5 .44424 75 .70559 95 .8Q841 
lll .•••• lll• .\t• .:4., 'u ..;t' J)o88 7o .7l744 96 .oooc~a 
17 : .~ ·~·; ,\:· . -·~ k•t• .,; ·ln068 , , .72Q08 97 .9147Q 
~~ ; I:'L:t· j~ --~'-~ll~· .58 .. ,~zot 7t:S .74057 98 .U2JSO 
19 l ~··.l~ .'\(~ .:-~\\:·.~ 5•1 40568 70 .75194 99 .~32')1 
20 : \~07 ·sl' ···o-.' .:..n . ~0886 RO .76319 100 .Q4339 
101 .~5520 
102 .96810 
103 .08063 
104 l.OOOOO 
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Policy Owner and Beneficiary 
OWNER. The Owner uf this policy is the Insured 
unless otherwise stated in the application, or later 
changed. As Owner. you can exercise all the rights in 
this policy while the Insured is living. You do not 
need the consent of anyone who has only a condi-
tional or future ownership interest in this policy. 
BENEFICIARY. The Beneficiary is as stated in the ap-
plication, unless later changed. H two or more per-
sons are named. those surviving the Insured will share 
equally unl~ otherwtse stated.· 
We will pay any bttnefit for whkh there i~ nu ~tated 
Beneficiary living at· th(l death ut the ln~ured to the 
children of the Insun.•d who th~n ~urvive, in equal 
shares. If none survive, we will pay the estate of the 
Insured. 
CHANGES. While the Insured is living, you may 
change the Owner or Beneficiary by written notice in 
a form satisfactory to us. The change will take effect 
on the date you sign the notice, except that it will not 
apply to any payment we make or other action we 
take before we receive the notice at our Ad-
ministrative Office. If you change the Beneficiary, 
any previous arrangement you made under the Pay-
ment Options provision on page 9 is cancelled. 
ASSIGNMENT. You may assign this policy, but we 
will not be bound by an assignment unless it is in 
writing and we have received it at our Administrative 
Office. Your rights and those of any other person 
referred to in this policy will be subject to the assign-
ment. We assume no responsibility for the validity of 
any assignment. 
Premiums 
AMOUNTS AND UUE DA Tl:S I '.lge 3 shnw~ the 
amounts and due dates of premium~ and the period 
for w.hich they art• tu be paul. Each premaum is 
payable on or bt'tnre its dul! date cit our Ad-
ministrative Office. 
You may wrttt' and ask us to change the frequen<:y of 
premium pc1yment. If we apprt wt• the change. the 
new premium will bt• Jetermined un the ratt' scc1le for 
this policy. 
GRACE PERIOD. We allow a grd~c period ot 31 days 
for payment of l'cKh prcmuun. dfttar the first 
premium. The in~urc1nc~ will <.·ontinue during the 
grace period. It a premaum is r~tid Juring the grace 
period, then clll btmcfib unuer this policy will be the 
same as if such premium had been paid on its due 
date. 
LAPSE. If a premium i~ not paid by the end of its 
grace period, the policy will lap!-tl" a~ t •l the premium 
due date. If this occurs. all insuran(·e ends, except as 
stated in Options on lapse on pc1ge 7. Additional 
benefit riders do not continuE" beyond the grace 
period of an unpaid premium. 
REINSTATEMENT. You may rcin~tate this policy 
within five years after lapse if: I l) the policy ha~ not 
been given up for ats net t:a~h valut>· '2) vou pruvide 
evidence of insurabHity satistclC'tlH)' to us; and {JJ you 
pay the larger ot; (a J all overJue premiums with in-
V81-01-3B 
terest at 6% per year compounded annually; or (b) 
110 o/o of the difference between the following Items 
(i) and (ii). Item (i) is the excess of the cash value im-
mediately after reinstatement over the cash value im-
mediately before reinstatement. Item (ii) is any policy 
lnan, and accrued loan interest, in effect when any 
option on lapse became effective, with loan interest to 
the date of reinstatement. 
Upon reinstatement this policy will have th~ same 
Benefit Base and the same Variable Adjustment 
Amount as to each separate account (as these are 
determined in the Variable Adjustment Amount pro-
vision on page 11) as if default had nut occurred. 
Also,' upon reinstatement this policy will have a loan 
equal to the sum of the following Items (i) and (ii). 
Item (i) is any loan, and accrued loan interest, in ef-
fect at the date any option on lapse became effective, 
with loan interest to the date of reinstatement. Item 
(ii) is any loan arising after the date any option on 
lapse became effective, with loan interest to the date 
of reinstatement. 
PREMIUM ADJUSTMENT. We will add to the in-
surance benefits any part of the last premium paid 
that applies to a period beyond the policy month in 
which the Insured dies. If the Insured dies during the 
grace period of an unpaid premium, we will deduct 
from the benefits the part of the overdue premium for 
one policy month. 
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Death Benefit 
The Death Benetit equals: 
• the face amount ... hnwn \'n page 3: 
• plus the sum, 1{ pusitit~c. of the Variable Adjust-
ment Amounts. fl,r each separate account under 
this policy in which you have a cash value, for 
the policy year in which the Insured dies. 
A description of how the Variable Adjustment 
Amount for each separate account is detennined is on 
page 11. 
Cash Value 
You may give up this policy for its net cash value at 
any time while the Insured is living. The net cash 
value is the cash v·.Jlue minus any loan and loan in-
terest. 
Wf! will dc·ter'1,int- th(.· !"lt~t c&l~.h value un the date we 
rect-ive Yllllr ... ,~nt•J requt~t tor it c1t our Ad-
ministrative Office. The policy will terminate on the 
date you send the policy and the request to us. 
CASH VALUE. The cash value of the policy will vary 
daily with the performance of the separate accounts 
under this policy in which you have a cash value. See 
page 12 for a description of how cash values are deter-
mined. 
Loans 
You may gt-t &l loc&:-t on this pt,ficv while it has a loan 
v~•lue c.1nd il is ,:,t bcin~ Cl'ntinued as extended term 
insuranc.:~ under tht. .. ()pti<,ns on Lapse on page 7. This 
policy will he the ... nle securitv for the loan. 
The amount nt Llw ln~tn may not be more than the 
loan value.·. Ex<:<•pt wh"n u~t·d to pay premiums. a 
loan mu~t ht• at least S 100 mnrt• than any t"~xisting loan 
and l\lctn intt-recot. Any t'xistinJ.; loan and loan interest 
will he d(•ductt.~d hom the new loan. We may also 
deduct 11nv unp~id prrmium then due. 
A [,,wr. \drdlh·r _v, ·u r•'l'cly it ,,r uot. will lrat'a' '" pcr-
maru•ut ... ftt'-ct ,,, tire 1./arialrl .. · Adiushth!trt Anrourzts. 
Death Hc.•trt.'fit tllhl tu~lz \'lliHe ,,,,.f,·r tlri., policy. lt will 
ilat'C' rro rffC'ct mr tilt' mn ·,. · ': of tltc premiums 
pa.vahle under tlris polic.v. 
We will allocate loan~ to the c;t'parate accuunt~ based 
on your n~t cc.&sh vc1luc in each ~t·parate account as of 
the dc1tes thc.a l<'clrh .. 1re made. \Ve will allocate loan 
repc.1ymenb h• tfn: 'l'p..trcltc: ch .. 'LUUOtS based Un the 
..1mount ot J'l'ttr out ... tanJinH lu.m~ a~ to t•ach separate 
account '-ls ut the J~1tt·~ thP rt-p.lyments arc made. See 
pa~e 12 tur ,, Jcs<-ript inn ,,t how the c..tsh. value in 
each separate clCClH.lnt is determined. 
LOAN VALUE. If this polacy h~s nt.lt lapsed, the loan 
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value is 75% of the policy's cash value. If this policy 
has lapsed and is being continued as Reduced Paid-up 
Insurance under the Options on Lapse on page 7, the 
loan value is the cash value on the next policy an-
niversary, minus interest at the loan rate to that date. 
LOAN INTEREST. Interest on a loan accrues daily, 
at an annual rate of S%. Interest is due on each policy 
anniversary. If the interest is not paid when due, it 
will b~ added to the loan and bear interest at the loan 
rate. 
When a loan plus loan interest first exceeds the cash 
value, we will mail to you and any assignee of record 
at last known addresses a notice that the policy will 
terminate if such excess amount is not repaid within 
31 days after we mailed such notice. 
REPAYMENT. You may repay a loan and loan in· 
terest in whole or in part at any time while the In-
sured is living and this policy is in effect. However, if 
this policy has lapsed and you are continuing in-
surance under one of the Options on lapse on page 7, 
any loan that was deducted in determining the benefit 
on lapse may not be repaid unless this policy is 
reinstated. We will deduct any existing loan and loan 
interest from any benefits we pay at the Insured's 
death. 
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The Separate Accounts 
We established 4.lnd we maintain Separate Accounts I 
and II under the laws ot New York State. Realized 
and unrealized pins, and losses from the assets of 
Separate Accounts 1 and II are. credited or charged 
against such accounts without regard to our other in-
come, gains, or losses. Assets are put in Separate Ac-
counts 1 and II to c;upport this policy and other 
vatiable life insurance pnlicies. Ac;sets may be put in 
Separate Accounts 1 c.1nd li for other purposes, but 
not to support contracts or pnlicies other than 
variable life 1nsuranc('. 
We expect the investmentc; in Separate Account I will 
be, primarily. common stocks c1ncl nther equity-type 
investments. Wt! cxp~ct the invt.>~tments in Separate 
Account II will be. primarily, shnrt-term (not to ex-
ceed one year) money market instntments. such as: 
United States (U.S. l government and U.S. gove.m· 
ment agency securities; bank money instruments; 
time deposits: certiticates ot depu~it. high grade com-
mercial paper. including master demand notes; and 
repurchase agreements c.;overin~ U.S. government 
obligations and certificates of d~posit. But, we may 
invest the assets of Separate Accounts I and 11 in any 
legal investments. We will rely upon our own and 
outside counsel for advice in this regard. 
Instead of making direct investments, we may also 
operate either Separate Account I or 11 as a unit in-
vestment trust, or other form. ~e would invest all or 
part of such account's assets in shares or units of a 
fund. We, an affiliate. or The Equitable Life 
Assurance Society of the United States would be the 
investment adviser and would invest the assets of the 
fund as above. 
The assets of Separate Accounts 1 and II are our pro-
perty. The portion of the assets of Sepc1rate Accounts 
I and II equal to the reserves and other policy 
liabilities with respect to such sep.uate accounts will 
not be chargeable with liabilities arising out of any 
other business we condu~t. We may transfer assets of 
such separatt .. accounts in excess l'f such reserves and 
liabilities to our general account. 
We will value the assets of Separate Accounts I and 11 
on each business day. A business day is any day on 
which the New York Stock Exchange is open for 
trading. 
We have the right to create new separate accounts. 
We have the right to withdraw assets of a class of 
policies to which this policy belongs from either 
separate account and put them in another separate ac-
count. If we do this, we will withdraw the same 
percentage of each investment in such separate ac-
count, but will avoid odd lots and fractions. We also 
have the right to combine any two or more separate 
accounts. The tenn "Separate Account I" or 
"Separate Account II" in this policy shall then refer to 
any other separate account in which the assets of a 
class of policies to which this policy belongs were 
placed. 
We have the right to: 
1. register or deregister either separate account 
under the Investment Company Act of 1940; 
2. run either separate account under the direction 
of a committee, and to discharge such commit-
tee at any time; and 
3. restrict or eliminate any voting rights of 
policyowners, or other persons who have 
voting rights as to either separate account. 
CHANGES OF INVESTMENT ADVISER OR IN-
VESTMENT POLICY. Unless otherwise required by 
law or regulation, the investment adviser or any in-
vestment policy may not be changed without our 
consent. If required by law or regulation, the invest-
ment policy of either separate account will not be 
changed unless approved by the Superintendent of In-
surance of New York State or deemed approved in ac-
cordance with such law or regulation. If so required, 
the process for getting such approval is filed with the 
insurance supervisory official of the jurisdiction in 
which this policy is delivered. 
InvestmRnt Options 
ALLOCATION OF NET ANNUAL PREMIUMS. If 
premiums are duly paid. we will 4.1Jloc.1te to each 
separate i\Clllttnt dt the h~~mnin),:, '-'t l'dCh rulicy year 
~ pcrcentcl~t· t •I ! ht ~(·t .-\nnu.1i Pn·rnium -.h: •wn nn 
page 3 for th,tt year. '-'uch dllocclt a on~ will ht.• bdst~d on 
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the alluc.ttion percentages then in effect. The alloca-
tion percenta~e~ for the first policy year are as 
designated in th~ application for this policy. Unless 
vou change them. such percentages shall c~lso apply in 
lc~ter years. 
I( 
Investment Options Continued .... 
You may change the allocation percentages for policy 
years after the first by notifying \15 in writing of the 
new percentages. Each allocation percentage greater 
than zero must be a whole number of not more than 
lOOo/o. The sum of the percentages must equallOO%. 
A change will take effect on the next policy anniver-
sary if we receive the notice at our Administrative Of-
fice at least 7 days before such anniversary. 
TRANSFER OF CASH VALUES. You may ask us to 
transfer all or part of your cash value in one of the 1 
separate accounts to the other. Only two such · ·· 
transfers may be made in a policy year. We will make · ·.~ ... 
the transfer as of the date we receive your written re-'·· ·- :·.:· 
quest for it at our Administrative Office. ·~ ~-
·> 
;~ 
Options on Lapse 
You have a number of options if the policy lapses. 
You may apply for reinstatement. If there is a net 
cash value. you may withdraw it and give up the 
policy. Or, you may continue insurance under one of 
the following options: 
REDUCED PAID-UP INSURANCE. This is fixed 
benefit insurance for the Insured's lifetime and for the 
amount that the net ~ash value will buy. 
EXTENDED TERM INSURANCE. This is fixed 
benefit term insur.1nc:e for an amount equal to the 
Death Benefit on the date ot lapse, minus any unpaid 
loan and loan interest. The insurance will continue 
from the date of lapse for as long a term period as the 
net cash VJiue will buy. In no event, however. will 
this period be less thc1n oo day~ if premiums have been 
paid for c1t least three month~ before lapse and there is 
no loan on this polic-y. Tlris l»pfiotr is ,r,,t tlt'ailable if 
c;o stated ~,-,n pa,'{E! J. 
An Option on Lapse will become eftective on the date 
your written request for it is received at our Ad-
ministrative Office. If your request is not received 
within three months after the date of lapse, extended 
term insurance will become effective automatically at 
the end of such three month period. Reduced paid-up 
insurance will apply instead if the extended term in-
surance option is not available. 
If the Insured dies after the grace period but within 
three months from the date of lapse, the greater of the 
benefit under reduced paid-up or extended term in-
surance will apply. In this case, any restriction on 
page 3 as to extended term insurance will not apply. 
We will determine the amounts of these options as of 
the date the option becomes effective. We will use net 
cash values as of the date the option becomes effec-
tive, adjusted for any loan transaction on or after that 
date. A term period will begin as of the date of lapse 
(the due date of the unpaid premium). We will use net 
single premiums for the Insured's age as of the date of 
lapse. 
Exclzange of Policy 
You may exchange this policy tor a policy of perma· 
nent fixed benefit insurance on the life of the Insured. 
You may make such an exchange within 18 months 
after the Date of Issue shown on page 3. We will not 
require evidence of .Insurability. We will require: 
.. 
1. That this policy be in effect on the date of ex-
change with all premiums due having been paid; 
and 
2. Repayment nt any loan and loan interest on this 
policy. 
The date of exchdnge will be tne ldter of: (a) thtt date 
you send us this policy and the siKned rt•quest <.lO our 
form for such exchdnge: or (b) the date we receive at 
our ·Administrative Office any sum due to be paid for 
such exchange. 
THE NEW POLICY. The new policy will be the "Ex-
ecutive Plan" policy being offered by The Equitable 
Life Assurance Society of the United States 
(Equitable) on the Date of Issue of this policy. It is a 
policy of pennanent fixed benefit life insurance. The 
new policy will have the same face amount, Register 
Date, Date of Issue, and Issue Age as this policy. 
Premiums for the new policy will be based on 
Equitable's rates in effect on its Register Date for the 
same class of risk as under this policy. Any additional 
benefit riders in this policy will be included in the new 
policy only if Equitable was offering them with the 
new policy as of its Date of Issue. 
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Exchange of Policy Continued 
Upon request you will be told the amount of the first 
premium for the new policy, and of any extra sum re-
quired or allowance tp be made for a premium or cash 
value adjustment that takes appropriate account of 
the premiums and cash values under this policy and 
under the new policy. A detailed statement of the 
method of computing such an adjustment has been .. .;;.z 
.r.-.:· filed with the insurance supervisory official of the · 
jurisdiction in which this policy is delivered. 
General Provisions 
THE CONTRACT. Thi~ insurance is granted in con-
sideration of payment llt the required premiums. This 
policy and the applkation (a copy of which is attach-
ed at issue) constitute th~ entire contract. The rights 
conferred by this pulicy rlre in addition to those pro-
vided by applicable Federal and State laws and 
regulations. 
The contract may not be moditied, nor may any of 
our rights or requirements be waived, except in 
writing signed by uur President, one of our Vice 
Presidents, or by our Secretary or Treasurer. 
INCONTESTABILITY. All statements made in the 
application are representations and not warranties. 
We have the right to contest the validity of this policy 
based on material misstatements made in the applica-
tion. However, this policy will become incontestable 
after it has been in effect during the lifetime of the In-
sured for two years from the Date of Issue shown on 
page 3. 
See any additional benefit rider!; for modifications 
that apply to them. 
AGE AND SEX. It the Insured's age nr sex has been 
misstated, any benetits will be those that the premium 
paid would have purchased at the correct age and sex. 
SUICIDE EXCLUSION. If the Insured commits 
suicide, while sane nr insane. within two years after 
the Date of Issue shown on pa~e 3. our liability will 
be limited to the payment of a single sum equal to the 
premiums paid. minus any loan and loan interest. 
POLICY PERIODS AND ANNIVERSARIES. Policy 
years. policy months,' policy anniversaries and 
premium periods are measured from the Register 
Date. Each policy month begins on the same day in 
each calendar month as in the Register Date. If the 
end of a premium period or polky year is indicatec\ 
by an age, it ends un the policy ,1nniversary nearest 
the birthday on which the Insured reaches that age. 
POLICY CHANGES. You may change this policy to 
another plan ot tncourance nr add additional benefit 
nders or m&tk~ L'thcr changes, ~ubjt.>ct to l'>Ur rules at 
the time nt chan~E'. 
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REPORTS. Each policy year after the first we will 
give you a report showing the Death Benefit and the 
cash value as of the first day of such year. The 
amount of· any existing loan and the accrued loan in-
terest for the previous policy year will also be shown. 
No such reports will be given while this policy is lapsed. 
We will also give you such other reports as may be re-
quired by law. 
BASIS OF COMPUTATION. Cash values, reserves 
and net single premiums are based on the Commis-
sioners 1958 Standard Ordinary Mortality Table. For 
any extended term insurance, they are based instead 
on the Commissioners 1958 Extended Term Insurance 
Table. Continuous functions are used with interest 
compounded annually at 4%. 
The cash values and paid-up insurance benefits are 
equal to or more than those required by law. A detailed 
statement of the method of computing values and 
benefits has been filed with the insurance supervisory 
official of the jurisdiction in which this policy is 
delivered. The tabular cash value at the end of each 
policy year equals the reserve. Reserves referred to in 
this policy are not less than reserves detennined ac-
cording to the Commissioners Reserve Valuation 
Method.· Our expense and mortality results will not 
adversely affect the dollar amount of insurance 
benefits or cash values. 
DETERMINATION AND PAYMENT OF 
VARIABLE BENEFITS. As long as this policy is not 
being continued under one of the Options on Lapse, 
we will make payments under this policy as follows: 
• A cash value will be paid within 7 days after we 
receive your policy and request at our Ad-
ministrative Office: 
• A loan will be paid within 7 days after we 
receive your request at our Administrative Of-
fice; and 
• The insurance benefits will be paid within 7 
days after we receive at our Administrative Of-
fice proof of the Insured's death and all other re-
quirements deemed necessary before such oa,. 
ment may be made. 
. . 
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General Provisions Continued 
We may not be able to sell securities or determine the 
value of the assets of the separate accounts if: (1) the 
New York Stock Exchange is closed; (2) the Securities 
and Exchange Commission requires trading to be 
restricted or declares an emergency; or (3) the 
Securities and Exchange Commission by order per-
mits us to defer payments for the protection of our 
policy Owners. During such times we may defer: 
of the Death Benefit equal to the Variable Ad- ·· -
justment Amount: 
1. Determination and payment of cash values; 
2. Payment of loans; 
3. Determination of a change in a Variable Ad-
justment Amount, and payment of any portion 
4. Any requested transfer of cash value: and 
5. Use of Insurance Benefits under the Payment· 
Options. 
DEFERMENT UNDER OPTIONS ON LAPSE. We 
may defer payment of a cash value and the making of 
a loan for up to six months after we receive a request 
at our Administrative Office if this policy is being 
continued under one of the Options on Lapse. We 
will allow interest, at a rate of at least 3% a year, on 
any cash value payment we defer for 30 days or 
more. 
Payment Options 
Payments l4nder tl1ese options tt.'ill PrCJt be affected by the investment e%7'erience of any separate account after 
proceeds are applied under such options. 
Instead of having the in~uranc~ benefits nr net cash on page 10. We .guarantee payments for life 
value paid immedi.1tely in une ~urn. you can choose and in any event for 10 years, 20 years, or 
another furm of payment for all ur part (if at least until the payments we make equal the 
$2.500). If you do nut curange fur this before the In- amount applied (called "refund certain"), 
sured dies. the Beneficiary will have this right when according to the ~~certain" period chosen. 
the Insured dies. Arrc1ngements you make, however, 
cannot be chan~~d by the Beneficiary after the In-
sured's death. The (lptions are: 
1. DEPOSIT OPTION: Left un Jeposit for a period 
mutually agrc~d upon. with interest paid dt the 
end of each munth, each 3 months, each 6 months 
or ea<:h 12 munths. a.~ choSt"n. 
2. INSTALMENT OPTIONS· 
A. FIXED PElUOD. Paad in equal instalments 
fc ,r a spedfaeJ number of years (not more 
than 30l. The instalments will not be less 
than thn"e shown in the Table of 
Guaranteed P3yments on page 10 
B. FIXED AMOUNT: Paid in instalments as 
mutually agreed upon until the amount ap-
plied. togf.'ther with interest on the unpaid 
balan~e. i!t used up. 
3. UFE INCOME OPTIONS: 
Paid as a monthly income ~or life in an 
amount we determmc but not less than 
shown in the Table ot Guaranteed Payments 
We guarantee interest under Option 1 at the rate of 
3 o/o a year and under Option 2 at 3 Yz o/o a year, or 
such higher rates as we may determine. We may 
allow excess interest under Options 1 and 2. 
We reserve the right to change how often we make 
payments, so that each payment is for at least $25. 
The payee under an option may name and change a 
successor payee for any amount we would otherwise 
pay the payee's estate. 
Any arrangements involving more than one of the 
options, or a payee who is not a natural person (such 
as a corporation) or who is a fiduciary, must have our 
approval. Also, details of all arrangements will be 
subject to our rules at the time the arrangement takes 
effect. These include withdrawal or commutation 
rights, designation of payees and successor payees, 
and evidence of age and survival. 
Choices (or any later changes) under these options 
will be made and will take effect in the same way as a 
change of Beneficiary. Amounts applied under these 
options will not be subject to the claims of creditors 
or to legal process, to the extent permitted by law. 
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Table of Guaranteed Payments ··! .:;; .. 
:.~· 
(/vi/NIMUM AMOUNT FOR EACH $1,000 APPLIED> ~ 
.. ~i 
Option 2A 
•• 7.~ 
Option 3 ' -·~ 
..... 
F!~-~Q_ ~ERI_9.~ _l_t:'!?!~-~~EN!? MONTHLY LIFE INCOME 
-;.. 
;:f. 
:<. 
Numbt•r ~t,,nthl~· Annual >A" ~~~.:.~· 
ut Yt.tcar'-· ln ... t.al- ln.,tdl· 10 Years Certain 20 Years Certain Refund Certain 
ln!tt.llml•nt-- nwnt mt•nt AGE Male Female Male Female Male Female ---~ 
--·-· 
.. 
-- -- ---
.. : 
Stt~ 70 «51000.00 50 $4.50 $3.96 $4.27 $3.89 $4.28 $3.87 
2 -IJ 0~ 308.t'0 51 4.58 4.02 4.32 3.94 4.35 3.93 
.\ :!cJ.:! 1 .\4-1.86 52 4.67 4.09 4.38 4.00 4.42 3.99 
4 2:! . .!~ 53 4.75 4.16 4.44 4.06 4.50 4.05 ZoJ.04 54 4.85 4.24 4.50 4.12 4.58 4.11 
s l~.l~ .:!IJ.\JU .,... 
55 4.94 4.32 4.56 4.18 4.60 4.18 
so 5.04 4.40 4.62 4.24 4.74 4.25 
...... 
0 !5 .~(' lti l.J2 
i IJ.Jtc lSlS.Ol 57 5.15 4.40 4.68 4.31 4.83 4.33 
8 11.1.} 1 58 5.26 4.58 4.74 4.38 4.93 4.41 ~' 1-IO.So 59 5.37 4.68 4.81 4.45 5.03 4.49 
9 · 10.7o 127.00 .· .. ~ 
10 0.~4 116.18 60 5.49 4.78 4.86 4.52 5.13 4.58 
61 5.62 4.89 4.92 4.59 5.24 4.67 
11 ~ oo 107.34 o2 5.75 5.00 4.98 4.66 5.35 4.77 
12 8.-17 00.08 o3 5.88 5.12 5.04 4.73 5.48 4.88 
o4 6.03 5.25 5.09 4.80 5.60 4.99 
13 7.04 03.78 
14 7 49 88 47 65 6.17 5.39 5.14 4.88 5.74 5.10 
15 7.11 83 8Q o6 6.32 5.53 5.19 4.95 5.88 5.22 
67 6.48 5.68 5.24 5.01 6.03 5.35 
16 6 77 70.89 68 6.64 5.83 5.28 5.08 6.18 5.49 69 6.80 6.\JQ 5.32 5.14 6.35 5.64 
17 0 47 7o.3i 
18 C'.~o 73.!5 70 6.97 6.17 5.35 5.20 6.53 5.79 
19 =\.IJ7 70.~7 it 7.15 o.34 5.38 5.26 6.71 5 06 
20 5 76 tt7 .ll8 
... ., 7.32 6.53 5.41 5.30 6.01 6.13 ,_ 
73 7.50 o.72 5.43 5.35 7.12 6.32 
21 5.57 74 7.67 
0.~2 5.45 5.38 7.34 6.52 65.7~ 
22 :\.40 oJ 70 7.5 7.85 7. 1:! 5.47 5.42 7.58 o.73 
2.3 ~ :!4 61.85 7tt 8.02 7 32 5.48 5.44 7.82 6.06 
24 .) Ill o0.17 7i 8.10 7.53 :; 4Q 5.46 8.0Q 7.21 
25 -4 ~7 58.o2 78 8.36 7 75 5.50 5.48 8.38 7 47 
7Q ~.52 7 06 5.50 5.49 8.67 7.75 
26 4.84 57.ZO 80 8.67 8.16 5.51 s.so 9.00 8.05 
27 ~ 73. 55.00 81 8.81 8.36 5.51 5.51 0.34 8.39 
28 4.o3 54.0~ 82 8.94 8.55 5.51 5.51 9.70 8.73 
zq 4.54 53.57 83 0 06 8.73 5.51 5.51 10.10 9.12 
30 
" -1.5 52 53 
84 0.16 8.00 5 51 5.51 10.52 9.53 
85 & uver 0.26 o OS 5.51 5.51 t0.9o 0.97 
It mst.tlmt•rlb .JI't' P.11d l'.l'-h J :~·~·nt~ ... thtty 
. 
Income .1mount~ tur l1te Income Options are based on 11ge 
will bt- 25 -'~ ··b "t rt't' ..tnnu.al m·-r.Jhnl'ntc.o It n~c1rest birthday when incume starts. Income amounts for 
they art• r~ud cad~ t" month" !hl'y will hl' .l)<es not shown will b~ turmshed on request. 
50.43% tlt ~he .mnu.1l in .. tctlmt.ant~ 
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Basis of Values 
ACTUAL NET I~ATE OF RETURN (Actual NRR). 
i=ur each separatt· J<:c.:ount, thE' Actudl Net Rdte of 
Return fur .1 pc..,lky yt·c~r reflects the account's: 
• investment income: 
• plus realized dnd unrealized capital gains, 
• ,ninu.:. realiLec.J c1nd unrealiLed capital lo~ses; 
• minus any charges for taxes or amounts set 
aside as a reserve for taxes; 
• minus a charge not exceeding .2So/o per year for 
investment management taxpenses: and 
• mi'rr's a ch~r~f· not e'Cceeding .500fo per year for 
mortaiitv. t•'(pens~~ and tlther risks. 
The A-.~tu.ll NHR !or .1 pt_•rit·d lt·"s than a year will be 
C,lkUiilt~d IP ,. ''.~•·•.:· (t·nt mctnnt•r. 
BASE NET RA fE ()f RETURN {Base NRR>. The 
~else N RI< is 4 t:-i. pt•r yc,\ r. (It ,., ~ prn-r ata part of 4 o/o 
for p~ru.,Js ot l~ss th.u1 ·• yt-cir., 
It the Actu,tl NRR tc:~r all :;ep.t•·ctte accounts always 
~quais the Base ~RR th('n. 
• thl .. Ueoath Bt'ntttit will .1lways equal the Face 
Amount: and 
• th~ C.1sh Value c1t the end ot each policy year will 
equal the tabular cash value shown on page.3A. 
VARIABLE ADJUST~tENT AMOUNT fVAA). The-
V AA tor a poli~y yec~r is the amount of insurance in 
effect for that policy year due to investment perfor-
mdnce in past years. On each policy anniversary we 
wilt determine a new V.i\A fnr thf' next policy year. 
We will Jo this mdependently tur t.•ach separate dC-
count. taking into account the Actual NRR for the 
last policy year. 
For the tir~t policy year th{' \' AA tor each ~parc~teo ac-
l:llUnt as zero. For l..ttcr P'-'lic y vt·.us. the VAA for 
~ach separate- dCCt,unt will eaquc:1l the V AA for that ac-
count for the last policy year. plus the V AA Change 
Amount ror that .Kt.:nunt. A VAA does not change 
Jurin~ a P' 'licy vt~.tr. 
V AA CHANCE AMOUNT. Por each policy year 
after the first, the V AA Change Amount for each 
separate account may be positive or negative. It will 
equal the product of the following Items (a) and (b), 
divided by Item (c). 
(a) The Actual NRR for the separate account 
minus the Base NRR for that policy year. 
(b) The Benefit Base for the separate account as of 
the last policy anniversary. 
(c) The Net Single Premium per $1.00 of V AA for 
the current policy anniversary as shown on 
page 38. 
BENEFIT BASE. For each separate account, the 
Benefit Base on the Register Date is the product of the 
following Items (1) and (2): 
(1) The Allocation Percentage designated in the 
application for this policy. 
(2) Th~ Net Annual Premium for the first policy 
year. 
On policy anniversaries, the Benefit Base for a 
separate account is the sum of the following Items Cl) 
and (2): 
(1) The allocation percentage for that anniver-
sary, multiplied by the sum of the following 
Items (a) and (b): 
(a) The Tabular Cash Value on that anniver-
sary. 
(b) The Net Annual Premium for that an-
niversary. 
(2) The Net Single Premium for the V AA for that 
separate account on that annivf!rsary. 
The Net Annual Premiums, Tabular Cash Values and 
Net Single Premiums are shown on pages 3, 3A and 
38, respectively. 
For each separate account, the V AA Change Amount 
will also reflect the effect of: 
1. Any policy Joans in effect on the last policy 
anniversary; 
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Basis of Values Continued 
2. All new policy loans and repayments during 
the previous policy year; and 
3. All transfers of cash value to or from that 
separate account during the previous policy 
year. 
In addition, if you have changed the allocation 
percentages, we will reallocate the V AA's among the 
separate accounts. 
CALCULATION OF CASH VALUES. The cash 
value of this policy on any date is the sum of your 
cash values in each separate account on that date. If 
no premium is due and unpaid. your cash value in 
each separate account on any date is the sum of the 
following Items (1), (2) and (3): 
(1) The tabular cash value on that date, 
multiplied by the allocation percentage for 
that separate account in effect on the last 
policy anniversary. 
(2) The Net Single Premium on that date for the 
current V AA, for that separate account. 
(3) If the date is not a policy anniversary, the pro-
duct of the following Items (a) and (b): 
(a) The Actual NRR for the separate account 
minus the Base NRR for the time elapsed 
since the last policy anniversary. 
(b) The Benefit Base for the separate account 
on the last policy anniversary. 
If a premium is due and unpaid. then within three 
months after the due date your cash value in each 
separate account is the sum of the following Items (1) 
and (2): 
(1) Your cash value in that separate account as of 
the due date of the unpaid premium. 
(2) The product of the following Items (a) and 
(b): 
(a) The Actual NRR for the separate account 
minus the Net NRR for the time elapsed 
since such due date. 
(b) The cash value on such due date. 
For each separate account, the cash value will also 
reflect the effect of: 
1. Any policy loans in effect on the last policy 
anniversary; 
2. All new policy loans and repayments since the 
last policy anniversary; and 
3. All transfers of cash value to or from that 
separate account since the last policy anniver-
sary. 
More than three months after the due date of an un-
paid premium. if you continue the policy under one 
of the options on lapse, your cash value will equal the 
reserve for the policy. In such case, the cash value 
within 30 days after a policy anniversary wilJ never 
be less than the cash value on that anniversary. 
If at any time you have a policy loan allocated to a 
separate account and your net cash value in that 
separate account is zero, we will cancel the V AA and 
the policy loan as to such separate account and 
reallocate them to the other separate account. Also, 
the premium allocation percentage for such separate 
account will be reduced to zero and the percentage for 
the other separate account will be increased to lOOo/o. 
TABULAR CASH VALUE (TCV). The tables of 
TCV's on page 3A show interim TCV's at the end of 
each month in the first policy year and at the end of 
later policy years. We will determine the TCV on 
other dates in a consistent manner with allowance for 
time elapsed and premiums paid. Any TCV's not 
shown will be furnished on request. 
VSl-01-11 Page 12 
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EQUITABLE VARIABLE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY (EVLICO) 
Endorsed on this pulicy on its date of Issue: 
The F.qunablc Lilc A~~urance: Society ufthe United States (The Equitable) agrees to issue to the Owner of 
this policy a policy of permanent tixed benefit life insurance on the life of the Insured in accordance with the 
Exchange of Policy provision in this policy. 
If this policy includes a term insurance rider with a conversion privilege, The Equitable agrees to issue a 
permanent tixed benetit policy upon conversion of the term insurance in '"ordanc:e with the restrictions and 
limitations set torth in such term insurance rider. 
If this policy includes an Option to Purchase Additional Insurance (OPAl) rider, The Equitable agrees to 
issue a pcrn1anent tixcd benctit policy upon elec:tion of the Option in accordance with the restrictions and 
limitations set torth in such OPAl rider. . 
THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY 
OF THE UNITED STATES 
~~4 
~~Y#4 
President 
Vice President 
.and ~creury 
' 
Assistant Registrar 
18 
EQUITABLE VARIABLEtJirE INSURANCE 
COMPANY (~CO) 
·i:: 
President Donal~ j. Mooney 
Secrctctry 
,t:::... 1-P~-
Kevin Keefe 
·············•············································· Assistant Registrar 
Disability 
PretJ1iLi1rz Wait,er 
Rider 
BENEFIT. ~v~ waH wctt\'e premiums for this policy 
when we receJvt• pront th.£t tut,ll disability of the 
Insured h.1s existed cuntinuou~ly for at least six 
munths, as provic.h"d m this rid~r. 
If this total Jb,1bility ~t~~in" on ur aiter the ln"ured's 
fifth birthday c1nd b,.tore the a~e oO anniversary, we 
will Wdive all premiums falling due while total 
disabilitv CtH.,tJnues. 
If •hts rotdi Jbctbtlitv b~Kin~ dt ,>r dtter the age 60 
anniverc;,lry. wt~ will waive tlnly those prem1ums 
falling due bttor~ the agt~ 6.5 dnnaversary while total 
disability continut.t~. 
We will Wcllve prf'miums at the premium payment 
trequency in ettl•Ct when tut.ll di!:;ability begins. 
While premmm~ .art• b(:ing waived, msurance will 
continue as •f the nrt~rnlllmct h~J hec•n paid. 
AGE. In thict rider. ··d~C 60 annivt!r"ary" and ''c1ge 65 
..annivf'r~ary" m~.an the polky ~1nniversary nearest 
the lnsureJ's 60th and 65th birthdays. respectively. 
TOTAL DISABILITY. Total di~.tbiJity means com-
plete inability. ht•< au't: uf b,,Jily injury or disease, 
tu tanga~e Ill .. , • ..., h .. untui ncC"up.ltion ~t"r which the 
lnsur('(.i i!" ,.t>,l~Pn.thly Httt:c.l hv ··ducat inn, training or 
cxperat'nn). 
\"ie will ,}!:-.\ l l"t'\ \.'/.!!": .... dn- complc:tt· c.tnd irrecnver-
,,blt· '""'" <'t ··.ttd'' ;.' ho!h t•vt•<... 11r ·~~~ u ... ,. "f hnth 
h.1nd~ '•r 1-tot h h't·t !'•!" ;\t nnl' h~tnd .and nn•• tont as 
t,,t,1l di..;,abi!.•·· 
N()T \0\T!n •' · .. ~· ·.· ill :·· -: • ... :!'·l' p~t:nuums tf 
1'·=~··· .. :. 'o; . . •• • f:ldll.~t· . ' pi• ,· ":· 
•."r' · '·' = •. •:.···t•! ; .. , ,.! o1:1·,· l·t~untrv at 
w.•: .·., ·;",.··.• •h·• l.an·d .;i'·.i ~.~Jt:cldn•d war 
'tnd r··'.; .: .. ·. '• -::·=nt••! ,,_.·;.·r .... ·.:tln. 
tv .. ·htil ·:· = ....•. , . -~·;l~:l'!il·· • ·' t11t.d .h .... il-iht}:t 
that hl~~!,~n·- i:t·r··~· :;·,· :r:•.u:n~ ~atth b1rthdav ur 
that bc~ms .. vi:;; •. t;! ~.., ndc!r i~ n<~r tn ~tfc~t. 
R:'Q-2 
In this rider "we," "our" and ··us" mean 
Equitable Variable Lift Insurance Company 
"You" and "your" mean fht Owner of the 
policy at the time an Owner's right is exercised. 
PROOF OF DISABILITY. Before we waive any 
premiums, we must receive written notice of claim. 
and proof that total disability of the Insured has 
existed continuously for at least six months. This 
must be done while total disability continues and 
·while the Insured is still living, or as soon as 
reasonably possible. 
We may require proof at reasonable intervals that 
total disability continues. After total disability has 
continued for two years we will not require proof 
more than once a year. We will not require proof 
after the age 65 anniversary if premiums have been 
waived for the five preceding years. 
We may require physical examination of the Insured 
by our medical representatives as part of any proof 
of total disability. We will not waive premiums if 
proof is not furnished as required . 
PREMIUMS. Page 3 of this policy shows the 
additional premiums for this rider. If this rider is 
added after the policy is issued, the premiums will 
he shown on the Additional Benefits Rider. If total 
disability begin~ during a grace period, the overdue 
premium must be paid before we will approve any 
daim for waiver of premiums. 
TERMINATION. Thts rider will no lunHer be in 
l·ffect: 
1. at and after the age 65 anniversary: 
2. if any premium for this rider nr this policy r~­
mains unpaid at the end of it!; grace perioJ, 
unless waived by this rider; or 
3. if the insurance under this policy termin~Ht:~ 
You may terminate this rider on any prt.>mium dut~ 
• date by ~lsking for this in writing. A claim b .. l">t'd •ln 
total disability that b~gins before termindtion o~ th1~ 
rider will not be affected by the termination. 
(continued on revers~ side) 
19 
(~CONTEST ABIL1 fY. ThiS rider Wlil become 
mcontestaoiP. only '*itt:r at h.1·; tJeen in t-ffert. during 
the lifetime <'t the insured ant.l without the 
oc.~currence c,f total dasctbility of th~ (nc;ured tor two 
years from ats Date ut Issue. The Date:: of ls~ue is 
shown on page 3 of th1s policy. or on the Additional 
Benefits Rider if this rider is added after the policy is 
tssued. 
GENERAL. This rider as a p3rt ot the policy Its 
benefit is subtect to all the terms of this r1der and the 
policy. 
This rider has no cash or loan value. It does not 
affect any net single premium or reserve referred to 
in the policy. 
Waiver of premiums will not reduce any amount 
that we would otherwise pay. Any premium due 
during total disability that is paid and later waived 
will be refunded to the person who, in our judg-
ment, is equitably entitled to receive it. 
Equitable Variable Life Insurance Company 
Donald J. Mooney President 
r-~ 
Kevin Keefe Secretary 
R79-2 
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•• 
!art J. 01 6111 1'2.1"1"~"·-••ou•a .. ". •••-• ...... ___ • ------- ___ _ 
-.... .. -.... ' 
~r.,,1,,..:,J., V,·:.~·~:~!ilc J.J~~~ tr1sur~!1~a CornnaitV (EVLICO) 
'A..4J ~~ ••• 1 4 .:. ' .. , '"' - • DOPA I 
d. Date of!J~~ _. :.~ul~ . / ~•f·· ~91(;. I.~ 
e. Age Neare5t Birthday l/ Z., . 
t'tr~l Middle Initial Last 
b. O~fr. l'Vf'tiss O~lrs. C~ts. OOtherTitle..., ____ _ f. Place of Birth: State of~·)( __ _ 
8· Residence: Stateof_ ... ~~-·------e. List all c:urrcn oc:cupatitlns-Gi\·c Title(s) and Out' s 
!_, ~- ' 
• .• 1 
; "· ": ~ .. ~ Iniiia! F:lca /1rnatu1t ~le Whole Life ~ 
0 Variable lncre:~sing Protection Life S f ($ b?. _ 
Investment Alloc.;~tion (\Vhole Numbers Only) 
Separate Account I Separ.ate Ac:c:ount II • -- - - · 
l<ta OJo .:. - Gfo - lOOirfo 
h. O~ale ~emale 
.• 
7 'If) •t.tJ. W••"t; !1~'1 '!."") ~ •·~- '·" ~ 4 ~· ~ M ·•1 e JL: ,&: "".1..£~ .• • AA ll. -...11. b.-., .... " - ·~- ~ 
0 Annual Cl Se~qi·Annual 0 Quanerly 
- V'Mon:~!y · 0-System·Madc:(Attadl S.M Fonn) 
n ~tUt~ry .. A~)OtJ!e!'t; . B~a~c~ . """!.~~~"""--~~ 
Register Date ____ _ 
• """· . • -: :.- :..:. r~ . ":' t. ~.J·.·:=:.~~i1l~l.: .... ~; ~,-4.\'-; 
(J Salary Allotment: Register Date 
Unit Name 
0 Acc:idt:ntal Death J.~nctit*(Sp~c:ify Amount): 
Q--Disability Prcmiun• W ai\'er• 
0 Option to Purc:ha\C! Add"l Ins. ( ls~ue ages to 37 only): s. ____ _ 
$. ____ _ 
Term Riders: 
Decreasing Tenr ,., 
0 Familv ~nc ·:n~: :__Years s. ___ _.;;:M~·'"':::.:'h 
0 Monsiaic: PrClt.: _Years Initial Amt.: s. ____ _ 
Le\·el Term'" _;y :.:~t:·l·.· Rc:new.1ble 
D On Ir.c;u· ~rl: · s ____ _ 
C On Ad·.iiun,~:'i Insured \Se\: 'o1ge 2): 
0 ln'=reasi ng Term 
0 <.:b!!dtcn"s Term (See page 2): S Unitows...._ ___ ~ 
*lf Proposed (.,.;·Jred i$ a Child (Issue Age 0-14) see Limitations on p.2. 
s ____ _ 
~. B~:!.~f1'!1~'.~·~ [or. Insurance on Proposed Insured. -Include FuD. 
WL'£4 ~~".i«LcdJdi~'H· ' · 6 l.w ~rw.J'.. *tt"G·d&IWJI tJJN..ntM!'f 
U 1 L ~ d -::Jh ' · b t• · ·11 b .! ;r •. eu •• ~ n es.._ ot f'\\ tse r~u~:e • t c c:unun~ent ene acaury wt e tne surv1v· 
N-~ons!ll~ to ~roposed lnsun:1i ~!" . A ~~d~ ~~:~:~$ 
Unit/Sub-Unit No. if established: 
I I I I I I I I 
Divisible by 0 :Z 0 4 Cl Hold Prem. s. __ 
Payroll No. ____ _ 
a. Have you the Proposed Insured and the Pur· 
chaser if other than the Propo!aed In~urcJ ~ 
received a Prospcc:tus for the ~lig a~lied 
for? ~ • .:,. 1:1 ;,,, 
DateofProspectus ~ ~ffl 
Date of any supplement~:);) 
b. Do you understand that. under the policy ap· .. 
plied Cor (exclusive of any optional benefits). 
the amount of death benefit above the 
guaranteed minimum death benefit and the 
entire amount of the cash value mav increase 
or decrease dcpeading upon in\·esiment ex· 
perienc:e'? ~ 0 ing children of the InsL -cd. in (qut~ll;harc:s. lf none: survh·e. payment will 
be made to the Insured"$ c~tate. c. With this in mind. is the policy in ac:c:ord with 
your insurance objectives and your antic:i..e.ated The Beneftclary for an;,· Term Insurance on an Additional Insured or on a• 
Child will be .as :;rate~ in the rid~rs for those benefits. unless otherwise tinancial need$? ~ .: ·. w . . 
• designated bt Specia' Instructions. 9. S ;:. ~Ci:!l I!!~ !~~!Ctt~-~~~·: ) • C 1 'I !li:l.' Ownt r·s Soc. Sec:. or Tax No. I A Q 3 31 21 0 11.17 L3 t 1· '· 
· - - - - -- · -- · · a. 0 Preliminary Term(PT> period or. __ days 
The Owner i~ ~•roposed Insured 0 Applicant for Child (See lO.c.) ending PT Premium s 
Cl Other (Gh e run N•sm.e): Mo. bay Yr. , 1 ·---b. ~ate to save insurance age: _y.a.-..;;'l-"";._ _ _ 1/··o,hrr··. ~mp!.·r• th&· .rulluwilt1: 
c:a.,lr. 0~. ·.: Clvlrs. Ot-Is. G Other Titl. _______ _ 
Relation~hiJ: to !m ur\;d ------------------
Spcc:ily a !U :c.:ss{~r 0\~·nc=! if Gc!'ir\!d 
~-------·--------------------If lhc P· ,,.=~sed ! ns••1 ·J ~r the Af?pli~ant for a Child is not lhc Owner and 
e. Other: 
if :tll i''." ~c.n~ clt!sign~h d di.: t·~!o~ the lnsur.:d. th~ Owner will b~ the 
"--~~estate of·t!\r ta5t of Stief: persons to die except where the Insured is a: Child· ·• ····•••··"/ J .. :~.-=··~-.-.. ..•. ~ .,. · ::.:. --• ·· ... ~ .. 
(see Not.: in l {\.c. l. · . . 
6. Mnf!ing Add-ress :JBusincss(GiveFuiiNa~e)' ~esidenee · . ., .. -, •. -.. -;-.-:.-"-.• -.. -~."'-.~-.-.. -..... -.... -.-•. -.--. -. -.. ---r-.,. 
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10. Complete if Proposed Insured is a (.;blld (Jssae ages u-.l'fJ· 
a. Will there be more life insurance in effect on the Child to reduce the chance of a minor Chiltl 
than on any older child in the family? 0 Yes 0 No ing the Owner. Q all penons daignated die 
[f yes, explain: before the Child.· the Owner will be the Child. 
d. Optional Benefit oa Applicant. ··-,,.._. 
0 Supplemental Protective Benefit. Give Applicant's: 
i. Atre Nearest ii. Place of · ~ 
Birthday . Bkth . . . 
b. Applicant-Complete if other than the Child. 
i. first Name Middle Initial Last Namo 
ii. CJMr. OMiss DMn. ClMs. OOther-ntle. __ 
iii. Date of Birth 19 y .... Month DaJ -
state 
iii. Height • Ft._la. Weight .... __ lbs. 
iY. Oecilpations-Give ntt•) and Duties:-----... .. ,,,_ 
iY. CJ Male 0 Female 
"· Relationship to Child=-~~-~-----­
vi. Total Life Insurance now in effect: S 
c. Owner. lfthe.Applicant is to be the Owner, after the Ap-
plicant' s death the Child ~ill be the Owner unless other· 
wise designated in Special Instructions (in any such 
desipadon includft OWner"s FuU Nam~ Rela&lonlhlp to 
Child, and Social Security or Tax Number). 
NOTE: Comid~W d•&iJnutiiiJ a11 adult &econdary Owner 
ll.Complete for Children's Term Rider. 
AlsD ~JUtNr qustlou 011 p.- J a to AppUCIIIIt. 
e. Limitations On Child•s ADB 1111d DPW Benejiu. 
. If the Accidental Death Benefit is applied for on the 
ChUd, the benefit Is payable only if the CbUd dies after the 
Child• s tint birthday. 
If the Disability Premium Waiver Benettt. is ~PJ?Iiccl for oa 
the Child, the benefit is effective only· if the Child becomes 
totally disabled on or afteao the Child's Sth birthday. 
Give Names of Children below !rut answer the Questions on page 3 as to each Child. 
CliiLDREN PROPOSED FOR INSURANCE: Date of Birth 
NOTE: To be eligible. children (including stepchildren and legally adoP.ted children) must not yet 
have reached their 18th birthday. Coverage does not begin unttl a child is 15 days old. Sex Mo. Da7 Yr. 
irst ~amc: Middle Initial Last Name 
l2.Complete for Level Term Yearly Renewable Rider on Additional Insured. 
Complete below !DSl answer the Questions on page J as to the Additional Insured. 
' PROPOSED ADDiTIO~..\L INSURED c. DateofBirth: Mo. ____ Oay ___ Yr. 1~ 
a. Print name as it is to appear on the Policy. d. Age Nearest Birthday \ 
e. Pla'C:e of Birth: State of----------~ 
f. Residence: State of .\ 
g. CJ Male 0 Female 
h. Owner·s Relationship to Additional Insured: 
Ftrst Mtddie Initial Last 
b. List all current occupations-Give Title(s) and Duties. 
--
13.Complete if Using Existing Option to Purchase Insurance. 
i. Existing Individual Policy No. This application is made under a provision in the policy in· 
_ ii. Option Date . iii. Option Amount: s · . dic:atecl abo~ ~itting ~.e ~~~h~. o_f ind~vid~a~ l.ife iD- · 
·:: •· '· ~ t:r'Reguiaro:optiorior~ .... -.~.,..,_~._..,.. -.arJAtt_ .. ...........,.ce .. (the:J Optioa.~)~ • .• ,.. ·~•Mi ••• • • 
_0 Option on Birth or Adoption of Child , ·' · If. this application· iS made within·the time allowed and in ·ac-
. ~ •.• ~,~Cbild•s Name .. , •. ,.· ...... · . .(··· · .. • ~ , . ..,.-,p = .,r.· .. :-. ·~··.11·.-COrcraD~·Wit'h 'the ·otfiei'"ti!ridi-~ln·ttt•optton · Pnmsidn~"'IDZ.., 
.. _Oat~ of Birth or Adoption clu.dinl timely payment of the full rust premium f~r the op-
v:· If applying for Disability Premium Waiver; is Proposed In· tion insurance. then the option insurance shaD take etreCf 
sured now totally disabled as detined in the Disability upon the terms of the policy EVLlCO would issue. 
Premium Waiver pro\·ision of the above policy? 0 Yes 0 No Otherwise. the option insurance shall not take effect. 
Answer the Questions on page J o11{v if evide~rce of i1uurability is required in connection with an optional benefit or any excess of 
the insur:mce amount applied tor over the insurance amount permitted by the Option Provision (the option insurance). 
22 
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., • c. Eve~ had an applic~lion tor life or health insurance r:_ · · ~ .... ,.!·1· 
• dcclmed. that requared an extra premium or was ' · · ~. ,~ 
~~:~nn p"'"'•~~d fur ~t·~urnn(•t!': otherwi~ modified? (Give full details.) ~-.~, 0 ~f' . •· · :: 
,he l:tst rwo ye:~n "een con,·ictcd nf twn nr more mo\'tl'g d. Replaced or chan~ed any exi~ting insurance or annui~ ( nr · · ~ 
· d 1 · n r 1 h 1 d any plan to do "(}' assuming the insurance applied for will I 
.aons or dri,·ang un crt lC an ucnce 0 a "-"0 ° or rugs. or ,be issued? (State companies. plans and amts.) (.1 ·~ .:, -;; ~ '1 
J a driver's license susp~ndcd or revoked? (Oiv.: full 1 ........... · Jc:t:aifs-including dates. t)p\:S of \ioladon, and reason for fl.Prupuscd In~ured: Hcighr j..,. Ft._;l.In. Wc:igbt./fe lbs.. . J 11·-n~ sus.,._n._inn nr l'e\'nc':ltion.) D y,~~ ~... Additional Insured: Height · Ft-ln. Weight · ·tbs. 
...... 
1
-- 17. Has aany l'crsme frl'po.i'!d for lnsuranats . -, .. · · l 
,.Any plan to travel or reside outside the U.S.? (Give full a. Ever been treateafor or had any indication or he~n· trouble-. ~ 
details.) a Y~s ~ stroke, ~ig~- blood pn:ssnre, chest pain, diabetes, tumor or · · .• 
·.Any other life insurance now in .:rr~ct or application now pen· cancer? (Give t"ull details.) ~· :-. 0 ~ ;., i 
ding? (Sl:uc companies and anmunt,.) ~"'' 0 :--;~, b. \Vithin the lastS )'cars. consulted a physician. or been exan1in· i 
ed or treated at a hospital or other medical facility? (Include ~ 
5. Ua ... a1n:v r.-r.;•m Prn!'''~'-ecl fnr ln,ur:~ntl': medical check·ups in 'he last 2 yean. Do not include colds. ~ 
. Within the last ye:u flown other than as a passeng~r or plan to mi!'or virus i~fcctions. minor injuries, or .,ormal p~gnancy.) i 
·do,a-1?- . . . . . - .-·-··-·· ...,·i.:s·~ .. -(01\·efulldetaals.) ...... ---- -. . .. . ·: a 1~ ... ~~- jji 
If yes: Total flying time at present Hours; 1S.l:3.~ :my ?.:r·.un Prur•o\ed Cor lnsurant"r:. . . 
Last Jl mos. ___ Hou~: Next 12 mos. ___ Est. Hours. a. \Ytthan .the last ten. years repeatedly uRd b~rbaturat~, am· f 
. . . . . phetam1nes. hallucanatorv drugs or na:rc..•ot1cs? (Gave full ~ (\o.mph:te ~\n:lth.m Supp!.:n~ent tur comp~Uta\·e. te~t. stunt or details.) • 0 '- . . ~ ~ 
nuhtary tly~n~. or crop dustmg.) . b. Within the last ten yean received coun ;~ling or treatment 
. Engaged wlthtn the t:ast yc:ar. or any plan to engage tn ntotor regarding the use of alcohol or drugs? (Clve full details.) · 
rnc:ing on land or water. underwater dh·ing. ~ky dh·ing. . a ... . ~ 
t'J. o:~T.-\!T.S. For each y~ answer gh·e Question number. n~me of person(s) affected and full details. Fer 11 a~d 18 also ;,. · 
~ludC~ cmulitio11s. d,u,•s. clura~timu. trc.•t~tmt'llt uw.l res lilts. tmd twmes ""d uddr~sstts of plt.l'Sician.s a11d nat~dical facilities. 
o. Nam~ ~f Pc""" .-\ffe\:ted D~tails 
2J.Cnl:1t'l·~i~ !4 ~: ;··.t ~'··;.•ir:.•m i" ,;,..;d i=~tnr\! !••~ ~nlic.·~· t~ iJ-?ti\~,..d: 
Have the undersignt:d re:sd and do they agree to the conditions of EVLICO's Temporary Insurance Agreement, including (i) the· .. 
requirement that all of the co~ij)ons in that A~re~n1ent must be met before any insuranc:e takes effect, and (ii) the S250.000 in· 
suranc:e an1ount li~d~ V-~i U .,o (/j ... "No, .. a premium may not N paid b~jon the poliq i8 de/it~e.•ed.) -· --- -· 
Aanount Paid: S •• f Druw clr~cks to orclt•r of EVLJCO.J 
\G~EEl\lENT. The signers of this application agree th:tt: 
1 )The statentent~ :1nd answ~rs in all parts of this application are 
true and complete to the best of n•y knowl~dye and belief. 
EVLlCO may rely on them in acting on this application. 
2)EVLICO's Tempor:arv ln~urance Aereement states the condi-
tions that ntust be mc:t before anv insuran'"oe takes etTect. it' the 
full tint premium for the po1ic:y ·applied for is p:lid before the 
policy is dcliver~d. 
:J>Except as stated in th~ Tempo~ry lnsur:m\:.: Agre.:n1ent. no 
insunln~~ slmll tak.: ..:ff~~o:t'"' thh "!'l'li..:atiun: laJ until a pnlky 
is deli\'ered and the full tirst premium tor it is p:1id while the 
IT IS UNDERS'rOOD THAT UNDER THE POLICY AP· 
PLIED FOR (EXCLUSIVE Of· ANY OPTIONAL 
BENEmS) THE- A~IOUNT CF THE DEATH BENEFIT 
ABOVE THE FACE AMOUNT. A~;o THE CASH VALUE, 
MAY INCREASE OR DECREASE BASED ON THE IN· 
VESTMENT EXPERIENCE OF A SEPARATE ACCOUNT 
AND ARE NOT GUARANTEED•. AS TO DOLLAR 
AMOUNT. 
Prupos.:d Insured is li\·ing: (b) b.:t\ll'e any R.:gistc:r Date . ~ . . . 
spc~ilic~ in chis aprlica~i~n: amll~l Ulll.:~s t~ .t}tc: "bc~t o_l' mL.._.·· \{~l . . _,. _ .. . • . . .... 
...... k~owled!Z~ :n~d-beltd' ~he mt~nt~chnscceu m:rlrtf~i'B m--':-srgnac or postlf tnture Of~pp'ft n trt'tOpo . 1'ii . 
. tins apph~auun ~oulmu..: t~ be t1u~ t.lnd ~umpl..:t.:. wubuut .sured is. a· t:hild. lssuat Age 0.14. • -........-~ ... · • ...... ·..;. ·· ·~ · -· 
.mat-=rial chang.~ as ol'Jhe time sucj P.~mium 1.1 pai~ . · · ·-· • ••• t-' ·, •· i!ffr'- ·w·-,..~ -~~ ~- · · ... ~· •• •. ,... ~ .., . •· 1 • • .. ... • , , • • : .. _- .., . ·... • .•. •, , • • '• •• : • .-·~-~ jiiP. ts J....... Q zt•, . 0 ¥ \ ·~ ~b Zdic! l . 
~4)No 3t!ent or medtt:tl e'\:mun.:r h:t4; :mthornv tn nu1dtf\· thts · · · 
Agn:ement ur. th~ T ~n1poraey I nsuranc:e Al!rcentent. nor to - . . . . ·. . . w:ti\"~ , .. ,). uf EVLICO"s n~hts ,,r rc.:quir.:ments. EVLICO shall Sagn:uure of Addtttunal lnsu~d tf requared. 
nut h"• boun,l by .an .. · inf\tnnati"•n unless it is st;Lt~d in applica-
ti,ln l,:&rt I. 1 A ,,r ~. 
'\ • I -.,,,,, 
Sign3tun: uf Pur~h3~r if not Jlruax>sed lnsun:\1 or Applic::Jnt. 
(If ~arl'· !\hm\ firm·~ n~un~ :1nd si~n:uurc of autht,ritcd uui~·~r.) 
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GROUNDS OF DEFENSE 
The defendant, Equitable Variable Life Insurance 
Company, by counsel, states the following for its grounds 
of defense to the Motion for Judgment: 
(1) The allegations in paragraphs 1 and 2 are 
admitted. 
(2) As to the allegations in paragraph 3, the 
policy was issued by the defendant and mailed to Milton 
Adelman, an agent, for delivery to Sharon E. Wood. The 
policy, however, was not delivered to Sharon E. Wood 
because she decided that she did not want the policy. 
(3) The allegations in paragraph 4 are admit-
ted. 
(4) The allegations in paragraph 5 are admit-
ted. The defendant further avers that Sharon E. Wood 
advised Milton Adelman in December, 1981, that she did not 
want the policy of insurance issued by the defendant, and 
Milton Adelman sent to Sharon E. Wood a "Notice of 
Filed in the Clerk's Office 
Rockingham County, va. 
(i APR 8 1983 
~ J. .. J/C?-P?,-a_/ 
-- ~.f~~Depiity Clerk 
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Withdrawal Rightn statement and a "Request for Withdrawal" 
form for her to complete and return to him. 
(5) As to the allegations in paragraph 6, the 
"Request for Withdrawal" form was signed by Sharon E. 
Wood, bearing the date of January 9, 1982, and returned to 
Mil ton Adelman for forwarding to the defendant's home 
office. 
(6) It is admitted as alleged in paragraph 7 
that the defendant received Sharon E. Wood's completed 
11 Request for Withdrawal" at its home office on January 22, 
1982, the completed "Request for Withdrawal" previously 
having been returned by Sharon E. Wood to Milton Adelman 
for forwarding to the home office. 
(7) The allegations in paragraph 8 are admit-
ted. 
(8) With respect to the allegations in para-
graph 9, the defendant admits that on or about April 22, 
1982, it received a "Claimant's Statement 11 dated April 16, 
1982, from Karen L. Geary, purportedly as co-administrator 
of the estate of Sharon E. Wood. The remaining alle-
gations in paragraph 9 are denied. 
(9) With respect to the allegations in para-
graph 10, by letter dated May 4, 1982, the defendant 
reaffirmed its earlier denial of this claim on March 29, 
1982, and the defendant continues to refuse payment 
because the policy was not in force at the time of the 
' death of Sharon E. Wood. The defendant denies that it 
owes the plaintiff any monies. 
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WHEREFORE, the defendant moves the Court to 
dismiss this action and to award it the costs in its 
behalt expended. 
EQUITABLE VARIABLE LIFE INSURANCE 
COMPANY 
W. W. WHARTON 
DOUGLAS L. GUYNN 
Of Wharton, A~dhizer & Weaver 
90 North Main Street 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
By Counsel 
;;[)rY~fY'j{ ~A L ,-_ . ~ . -.. ...... ~ orcouw~ Def~~ .. " .~ 
CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing Grounds of Defense was mailed this 8th day 
of April, 1983, to Karen L. Geary, Esquire,· 609 Virginia 
National Bank Building, Harrisonburg, Virginia, 22801, 
counsel for plaintiff. 
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ATTORNEY AT LAW 
tGINIA NAT&.. IIANIC III.DO. 
IRISONBURG. VA 22801 
VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF ROCKINGHAM COUNTY 
WALLACE J. WOOD, 
Plaintiff 
v. 
EQUITABLE VARIABLE LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPAl~Y, 
Defendant 
STIPULATIONS OF FACT 
AT LAW NO: 6764 
1. Mr. Milton Adelman has been an agent of The Equitable 
Life Assurance Society of the United States (The Equitable) for 
approximately twenty-years and during that time sold and serviced 
policies for The Equitable and for Equitable Variable Life 
Insurance Company (EVLICO), a wholly-owned subsidiary of The 
Equitable. For all relevant times Adelman was licensed by the 
State of Virginia and appointed as EVLICO'S agent to represent 
EVLICO in Virginia. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true copy 
of the license issued by the State of Virginia to Milton Adelman. 
2. Adelman, at all times relevant herein, was associated 
with the Vincent Barbetta Agency of Washington, D.C. and worked 
out of Barbetta's Rockville, Maryland office. The agency bears 
the name of Vincent Barbetta, the Agency Manager. 
The Barbetta Agency serves as the local level of super-
vision by EVLICO of its associated agents, performing various 
administrative services for EVLICO'S agents, and constituting the 
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communication intermediary between the local agent, such as 
Adelman, and the EVLICO Regional Service Center in Columbus, 
Ohio. 
As part of its operation, the Barbetta Agency also had 
an Agency Service Office, which at all relevant times was super-
vised by Agency Service Manager, Zane Kortum. The Agency Service 
Office received all new insurance applications so.licited by its 
associated agents and forwarded them to EVLICO'S Regional Service 
Center in Columbus, Ohio; made follow-up inquiries to health care 
providers who had not responded promptly to requests for medical 
information on proposed insureds solicited by the Regional 
Service Center; received policies newly issued by EVLICO'S 
Regional Service Center and released them to the agent for 
delivery to the insured; mailed to insureds the standard Notice 
of Right of Withdrawal and Request for Withdrawal forms prepared 
by the Regional Service Center; rec~ived from the local agent and 
forwarded to the Regional Service Center policies which an insured 
wished to cancel; and, generally, answered agent's questions 
regarding procedures to be followed. 
Neither Barbetta, the Agency Manager, nor Kortum, the 
Agency's Service Manager, nor anyone else at the Barbetta Agency 
had the authority to alter or change the policy of insurance or 
contract between the insured and EVLICO. Attached hereto are 
Exhibit B and C which are the agreements between Barbetta and The 
·REN LEvoNMARIC GIEAAY Equitable as Agency Manager and as agent, respectively. 
ATTORNEY AT L.AW 
rU,GINIA NATI.. DANit aLDG. 
~RRISONBURG. VA 22801 NOTE: The defendant objects to the admissibility of 
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Exhibits B and Con the grounds of materiality and relevancy. 
3. At all times relevant herein there was in force an 
agreement dated March 4, 1974 between Milton Adelman and The 
Equitable. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is the agreement between 
Adelman, as agent, and The Equitable. 
NOTE: The defendant objects to the admissibility of 
-
Exhibit D on the grounds of materiality and rele~ancy. 
4. In 1976, Ms. Sharon Wood had purchased a $25,000.00 
whole life insurance policy from The Equitable Life Assurance 
Society of the United States through its agent, Milton Adelman. 
Because of a high blood pressure condition, Wood's premium was 
higher than it would be in the absence of the condition. 
~: The facts herein are stipulated to but objection 
is made to its inclusion or admissibility on grounds of relevance. 
5. On September 5, 1981, Adelman met with Sharon Wood to 
discuss a new variable life insurance policy being issued by 
EVLICO. On behalf of EVLICO, Adelman received from Wood an 
Application for Individual Variable Life Insurance, dated Septem-
ber 5, 1981, and a check in the amount of $86.00 for the first 
month's premium, which was the only premium payment made to 
EVLICO by Wood with respect to this policy. A true copy of this 
application, consisting of three pages, is attached as Exhibit E. 
[At the time of .this meeting and of making the application, Wood 
was uncertain whether she wanted this variable life insurance 
policy. One of the reasons Wood went ahead and made application, 
however, was that under her 1976 whole life policy with The 
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Equitable she had to pay a higher-than-standard premium because 
of a history of high blood pressure; if upon this new application 
her condition had improved, then she would get the benefit of a 
lower premium payment with respect to the whole life policy 
purchased in 1976 and still in effect. Wood then still could 
withdraw her application for the variable life policy and obtain 
a full refund of the first month's premium tendered with the 
application. 1 
NOTE: The information contained within the parentheses 
is objected to on the grounds of relevancy. 
6. Adelman told Wood at this meeting that the policy she 
applied for had a "ten day rl:ght of refusal" provision. This 
right to return the policy and receive a full refund of premiums 
paid is explained in the Notice of Right of Withdrawal and 
Request for Withdrawal attached hereto as Exhibits G and H. 
7. Adelman delivered Wood's application and first premium 
to the new business supervisor at the Barbetta Agency at its 
Washington office. The Agency then forwarded the application to 
EVLICO at its Regional Service Center in Columbus, Ohio. 
It took ~VLICO'S underwriting department in Columbus a 
number of weeks to obtain the necessary information, including 
Wood's medical history, to determine whether the company would 
issue the policy applied for and what premiums would be charged. 
8. On October 20, 1981, EVLICO issued a variable life 
insurance policy in the face amount of $50,000.00 naming Wallace 
:nasoNsuRa. vA azao• Wood, the plaintiff, as beneficiary. Coverage under this policy 
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was made effective September 11, 1981. The policy was sent by 
the Regional Service Center to the Barbetta Agency at its 
Washington office, which Agency then released the policy to 
Adelman on October 27, 1981 for delivery to Wood. 
9. Following his receipt of the policy, Adelman made 
several attempts to contact Wood to arrange for a meeting to 
discuss and deliver the policy. Because of conflicting schedules, 
Adelman and Wood were not able to meet until December 17, 1981. 
At that meeting Wood told Adelman she thought she did not want to 
continue with the $50,000.00 variable life insurance policy. 
Adelman then suggested that Wood might wish to reduce the policy 
coverage to $25,000.00. Wood was uncertain so they decided to 
wait until the end of December, when Adelman returned from 
vacation, to discuss the matter further. Adelman took the policy 
back to his office so that if Wood decided to reduce the policy 
coverage to $25,000.00 he could then forward the policy to the 
Regional Service Center in Columbus to have the same policy 
reissued in the lesser amount. 
10. 9n December 30, 1981, Adelman again called Wood to 
inquire whether she wished to reduce the policy coverage to 
$25,000.00. At that time Wood told Adelman she did not wish to 
continue coverage under the variable life insurance policy. 
Adelman then told Wood that he would send her the Notice of Right 
of Withdrawal and Request for Withdrawal forms. 
11. Adelman then contacted the new business supervisor at 
the Barbetta Agency and asked that the Notice of Right of With-
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drawal and the Request for Withdrawal forms be issued for Wood's 
policy but that instead of mailing these forms directly to Wood, 
they be given to him so that he could send them to Wood. There 
is no issue over Adelman's authority to transmit the forms- to 
Wood though they are normally sent directly to the insured by the 
Agency Service Office. 
12. On December 30, 1981 the Barbetta Agency released to 
Adelman the Notice of Right of Withdrawal and the Request for 
Withdrawal forms. On January 5, 1982, Adelman sent these forms 
by first class mail to Wood along with a cover letter dated 
January 5, 1982. A true copy of Adelman's letter is attached 
hereto as Exhibit F. Adelman would testify that he instructed 
Wood to return the Request for Withdrawal to him so that he could 
then forward to the Regional Service Center the Request for 
Withdrawal tog~ther with the policy which he was holding in his 
files, thus avoiding potential problems caused by the Request and 
policy arriving at the Regional Service Center separately, and 
possibly leading to a delay in Wood's receipt of the premium 
refund. 
13. Wood received the mailing from Adelman and signed the 
Request for Withdrawal, dating it January 9, 1982. Wood then 
returned the signed Request for Withdrawal and Notice of With-
drawal Right forms to Adelman under cover of her letter dated 
January 9, 1982. These documents were mailed by Wood to Adelman 
in the envelope provided by him. The envelope bears the postmark 
of January 12, 1982. The "DEC 30 1981" dates shown on the Notice 
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of Withdrawal Right and Request for Withdrawal were stamped on 
these forms by the Barbetta Agency; December 30, 1981, repre-
sented the date these forms were released to Adelman, not the 
date they were mailed to Wood. All interlineations on the Notice 
of Withdrawal Right and Request for Withdrawal were made by Wood. 
With respect to Wood's notation "Applied for" on the Notice of 
Withdrawal Right, Adelman asserts that Wood understood the policy 
had been issued. 
Attached hereto is a true copy of the documents: 
0 Exhibit G Notice of Withdrawal Right 
Exhibit H Signed Request for Withdrawal 
0 Exhibit I Wood's January 9, 1982, cover letter to 
Adelman 
0 Exhibit J Return envelope 
14. On January 13, 1982 Wood was a fare paying passenger on 
Air Florida's Flight 90. At approximately 4:00p.m. E.S.T. the 
plane crashed into the Potomac River in Washington, D.C., 
resulting in Wood's immediate accidental death. 
15. Milton Adelman received the envelope Wood had mailed 
him containing the Request for Withdrawal and related enclosures 
at his Rocville, Maryland office. Adelman is uncertain whether 
he received the envelope on Wednesday, January 13, 1982, or on 
Thursday, January 14, 1982. Adelman first learned of Wood's 
death on Saturday, January 16, 1982. 
16. On January 18, 1982, Adelman sent the materials he had 
received from Wood, togethe~ with Wood's policy which he had been 
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holding to the Barbetta Agency's Washington office. The Barbetta 
Agency completed certain paper work and forwarded the forms and 
policy to the EVLICO Regional Service Center. The Regional 
Service Center received them on January 22, 1982. 
17. On January 25, 1982, the Regional Service Center issued 
and mailed to Wood's residential address EVLICO check ES9300003046 
in the amount of $86.00, representing a refund of. the first 
premium paid when Wood submitted her application. This check was 
never negotiated by Wood, her estate, heirs or representatives. 
18. Wallace J. Wood, sole beneficiary of Wood's variable 
life policy, completed the necessary claim procedure. His claim 
was denied by EVLICO which asserted the policy was cancelled when 
Wood exercised her rights under the "ten day right of refusal" 
provision. 
19. Earl Ephlin was at all times relevant herein the new 
business division manager for The Equitable, with offices at the 
Regional Service Center in Columbus, Ohio. In that capacity he 
was responsible for all transactions for EVLICO, including the 
underwriting, issuance, servicing and cancellation of EVLICO 
policies. 
20. Earl Ephlin, Vincent Barbetta and Zane Kortum would 
testify that if a variable life insurance policy were issued by 
EVLICO, and delivered to the policyholder, and if within ten (10) 
days toe policyholder then properly executed a Request for 
Ct 
Withdrawal and mailed the Request and policy to the Barbetta 
RRisoNauRG. v• uso• Agency, and further, if the Agency received the Request and 
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policy, but before forwarding the Request and policy to the 
Service Center in Columbus, Ohio, the Agency or one of its agents 
were notified by the policyholder that the policyholder wished to 
retract his Request for Withdrawal and maintain the policy in 
force, policyholder would be permitted to withdraw the Request 
for Withdrawal and maintain the policy in force provided all of 
this occurred within the time permitted for deliyery of the 
policy, and provided that the policyholder withdrew his Request 
for Witndrawal in writing and brought current all premiums due. 
NOTE: The defendant objects to this evidence on the 
grounds of materiality, relevancy, and that it is speculation. 
21. Had Sharon Wood sought to retract her Request for 
Withdrawal at any time prior to January 22, 1982, it would have 
been within the time allowed for delivery of the policy, and 
would have been permitted, provided she withdrew her Request for 
Withdrawal and broughtcurrent all premiums due. 
NOTE: The defendant objects to this evidence on the 
grounds of materiality, relevancy, and that it is speculation. 
22. Ephlin would also testify that when a right to cancel 
is exercised under the "ten day right of refusal" provision, the 
Regional Service Center records on the company's records that it 
is cancelled from the inception of the policy as if it had never 
been in force. 
23. Rule 6e2(b) of the Securities and Exchange Commission 
which regulates the sale of variable life insurance policies, sets 
HARHisoNauRo. vA uso1 forth certain procedures applicable to the ten (10) day Right of 
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Withdrawal provisions. A copy of a portion of the Rule is 
attached hereto as Exhibit K. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Karen L. Geary, Esq ·re 
Counsel for Plainti 
309 Sovran Bank Building 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 
Douglas L. Gu , Esquire 
Counsel for Defendant 
Wharton, Aldhizer & Weaver 
90 North ~~in Street 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 
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EQUITABLE VARIABLE LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPAti~ 
NEW YORK 1 NEW YORK 
(AdJ,t'JI} 
bein& dul., licensed lu aranuc1 11M bu"""' ul uuuranc~ in lh~ Stahr 
of Vir1inia. and ha¥in1 cummi .. tuncd and appuinted •• '" A&cnt 
MILTON ADELMAN 
(N•mr e~/ AIC'ttiJ 
of POTOMJlC 1 MARYLAND 
--------------(-A-dd-r-eu __ u_f_A_p_n_c_, ______________ __ 
the 'a1d Aacne. BY THESE !'RESENTS. is LICENSED IN THE 
STATE OF VIRGINIA u LIFE AGENT 
4-26-77 A 8513 
---------Lie. No. 
10 r~prcscnl the l"umrany nam~d ahO\·c and 10 lransace for it onlt 
th~ kind or lund' nf insurance for "''hich it as lil"ensccl an d1i1 Se••• 
but only •uch ktncl ur kinda of in1urante •• th• saad Aa~nt "qual· 
ificd b)· Ia-· w n:.nu~•· 
THIS L IC ENSF authorizes I h.- s:ud AI~RI to represent the •~id 
Company frum ah~ dale •ha-·n hcrcun lett such pniod of time •• 
the said Cumpan)' arptunlint him ia authorized tu do an insuranc~ 
huainen in this State. or until such time u this License il ocherwtM 
terminated. sus~ndcd or rcwuk~d. 
11'A1'C COtl.UaA1'1011 COIIIHI._ 
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IMPORTANT 
... d c ....... , 
'fbi. lircn.c auchutian ,,au tu ,.., aa aa .\~&en& fen the C!olaap .. y 
u....d " the "'....... mae herNl durinc the time ror which IHCh 
c.:.wapany it avdtCkircd tu du aa inwrawc busincu ia Viqtaia Ill' 
uatil ...cit ticue u &hi. Lie en~ it. ochct wi.,. ccraniq&ed. ~t~JPCacfccA er 
r.-cd. l:POs l'Uf. TER)II~A'riO!'f, Sl'Sr£~510!'1 OR 
REVOCA TIU!'f OF ·raus l.ICENSE. THE LICEXSE£. OR .\~V 
PIRSOS IIAVI~C JIOSSESSIO.S Of THIS LJC£NSE Ml:ST 
Jt£Tl.'R~ IT IMMEDIATELY TO 'ftlE BUREAU OF INSUlt• 
ANC£ Of THE STAT£ COKPORATIO:l COMMISSION. 
lef•wl w le•oc•Uott of UceA ... - 11ae Coauuiu:Oca aaay rdUM te 
&..... a Iicea.. ce aay sacnoa .. life •1coc. resident asccat. apccial 
-.ce•t. or corapaay rcpracoc.a&i"c• aucl asay auaiiCAd or mob die 
UccaM of uy liccnMC -hc~a- i& fiada cba& web applicaac w 
liccA~Ce: (t) Has ah'llPIItoPf'iAted aAJ iauurann prccaiuaa: (2) Hu 
failecl ce apply any pt'cmiuna aa dirKICCi by clae holda w proaocc&i" 
W.r ol chc contract of iftltlnncc: (3) H.u violace4 any ol the,.... · 
wiaiHt of aay law ol lhit Scate applicable te in~t~ruce aad iftiUQIICC 
apaca; (41 Hu been suilty of nbacin1 or twiatintt the con~n~eca el 
_.._ companies: IS) llu bftn suilty of naiaftpracncint the .,..... 
Yiaieaa of the coi\Uact he iA MUin«. or cbe contr.cca ol ocher C'OCIIoo 
.. ..._, (6, Has bee• paiby of fraudulcftC or di,&oaat pnccica: (7) 
II Mt ncaapted lrotea lh• requiremcaca ol Section 31.1..- J&u net. 
-. cluriatc chc pnccdi"' Jt•r ••cn1apcl acdvcly•• ica t&. inswaM& 
....... at rcqtaired and ck6ocd i• wch aectioa; 01' (I) Ia _. 
CNscwcwda, or it cao& cotapetcac to truaact the iU~UniiCC buaiaaa (01' 
•lUcia • UceAM ia applic4 for w heW. 
Ttua I.IC&Nt& MAY lc FOIMD 10 WAU.&Y Sll& 
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,;';- klween 
. . .... .... 
THE EQUIT,..,a.l LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY" OF THE. U cD STATES 
(Z7Ie £tw•WrJ. 8111 
Villc•c P. lanecca (m.Af'MYM_,.,.) 
I. E r' J-* The Equilahle hereby employs the services of the Agency Manager at a aalaty deter· 
.u.cc1 ~ wilh The Equitable's managerial compensation proJWR, a now in effect or 
a.roafter ame.-d. It is qrcecl that durina the continulllll:4 or this caaUICt rho Agency Man•r ._. dlwoce 
Ilia enUre timllftcl aU hil oneqta to tho service of The Equitable ill the ft\IIIIIIIIDGGl of 111 lllfiCY, wldt head· 
•••as to be at vaab laGoa D c. or at such other pl.:e u may 
from time to diM be ...... ciii lty the !qui table. 
JllodWla c:ontaiateclln dUI contract shall conatilu te the exclusive aulgnmenc or any terdtory to the Apney 
Mlna11r. 
11. R.poaaibWty The Apncy Manapr shaU be responsible for tho development of one or more 
111bdlviJiona of die qency (now referred to u districts) with headquarten to be at such pltcea aa may from 
dml to time be clalpatod by Tho Equitable. 
He shall recruit and develop new aaents and aslilt experienced qenll in their career devcl~n&, and when 
•thorizod in wridna by The Equitable shall audit tho accounts of a11naa _..will ~~JfC:'MWma Mel 
ocher moneys duo to Tho Equitable from apnea and pGiic)'OWMa'~ ..t ua ...-.• a: alma pot~et to promol<e 
'lb• Equitable's interests. 
UJ. Audaority Age..,.• wicflapntl recruitacl for tbo apncy ace'" be -...ted • f.-·~ 
by 1be EquuAiiJe, aa. AtPt:Y v • c beiDa •d:larilecl ..a, to ••&OU.• •rr•••• widt .,. • .,_the 
terms p..nhd by 1be Eq•M " ...a ..... to the appronl of the HGme Otftct. 
IV. Limilado. Except aa spec:Ulcally au~orizod in wriUn& tho Apacy Mlftlllr is no& empow.Nd ro 
make, alter or diU... contracts for The Equicable, waive forfeitures, panL petmba. a.nt special ratoa, 
p&rllltol c~i~M*ncb.. -• my endorsement on the insurance pdk:ia ..t .-. CGMactsof Tho Equitable, 
..-.. _, IIIIIMYS .-.e cwlD bccoftlo duo \0 Tho Equitable or f.tilld '11te ~-- il .., way ,aad hla powen 
.. et..a .o 4U11.bet •• a b.ueia expressly "a&ecl. 
V. Ad• t No assiSIK'Dalt of agy paymats d~ or to :Oew:oOM due under thil contrac;t llaail be 
recopized by'& Equitable umcu wnnm aclmowledpment ofi .. iiUoe• fiSUecl from the Homoomc.. 
VI. Solicitina Riabta The Apncy t.tanapr is authorized to persanally sccu~e applications for -..aa~ 
polides and annuity c:ontrcsa m 11le Eq~ritabfe, in accordance with the tenns of the ascnt's agreel1*1t wtucb 
the Maaqn ha with n. Equitable, hOWDRr, a., d.aue in hilapnt's apeement whic:tl provicla for IU10-
JMlic: cenninalion thereof for failure to meet minimum production requirementallaall be waived 10 lan& • •• 
cOiltrcc cantinuoa in force. and upon torminadon of thia contract such mioim~ prod\ac:UGD tMPi~u. 
shall be pro-ra&ed Cor the year in whic:h terminallun oce11n. 
VII. Retilemont Plaa Tho Apncy Manapr apoa ao ~ wtaa ~ • 1la ,_., ..... 
Roumnc:nt Pian for Manaprs. 
VIII. Tamiaadoa This contract shall terminate automaticaUy if it a assiped or if at any time lheR it 
DiO .. en-.... menc to secure appUcaliona for insurance and annuitin in offoct betw801l du: A8fJM,'7 M""''Fr 
111cl n. itvaltable. UI\Jea otherwiae terminated, d\ia coutract ma.y be termi..-1 \JJ .a6or pctCJ' -,,..., ;o 
wnttna dliihuM pettonab). ,, mailed to the other pady ac a. t.tluuw&a. wlibi!!IZ, a\ }f:allft\aax d.a11 
before the cia&• thetein F..r.ecl for 'ermination. 
THE EfJ(RrAIM&U#W~cJ/YNCE SOQETY 
OF THE UNITED STA 1ZS .. 11:1 
UECUTEDIN DUPUCATE ~ • - I I . 
. ~ c!'~t) ·~~ dr d{(~ Exec//i:-~~~ 
,q,ncyMGtUJiftr / / -·~/9 ~')£~A 
.c.:r(Jt:Jd £"-.""'?h. 7es,L;l{. " · ~~~~~ .. ... . (___; 
= ... - ~ •• (~~~.·-~ .. ~ ;~.~·::1 ... ·~'··: .•. ~ 
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,..., ll":"'(~~·::..u·~·(~\'\ J 1-Ith Jo:ct. l...... ... ·: .~ .... !. • . . "\ ~o;;...: -
AGREEMENT BETWEEN ...... . • •.. 
THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
hereinalter c:llltd The EQUITAUI.E, and the undenirned, hereinafter called lhe AGENT. 
IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED, That 
I. Authority. The Agent when properly licensed shall 
canvass for applications for insurance policies and an-
nuity contracts to be issued by The Equitable. or any 
insurance subsidiary thereof as may be provided by 
agreement between The Equitable and the subsidiary, 
and shall collect the first premiums and considerations 
thereon. 
II. Territory. The Agent may operate within the terri· 
tory where he is properly licensed, but no exclusive rights 
in any territory are assigned to him. 
Ill. Commissions ancl Service Fees. The Agent shall 
be allowed commissions, service fees and additional com• 
penaation on premiums and considerations for insurance 
policies and annuity contracts secured under this Agree· 
ment in accordance with the Schedules of Commissions 
( iaaued by The Equitable with notice to the Agent) in 
force on the date of the application for the policy or 
contract. aa such premiums and considerations become 
due and are paid. Upon termiltation of this Agreement. 
however, service fees and additional compensation, if any, 
shall no longer be allowed, and renewal commissions 
shall be allowed only as provided in the Vesting Provi· 
sion at Paragraph IV below. . 
IV. Vesting of CommissionL Renewal commissions on 
premiums for insurance policies and considerations for 
annuity contracts secured by the Agent under this Agree· 
mat, to the extent allowable under the Schedules re-
ferred to in Paragraph Ill above, shall become vested 
on the occurrence of the earliest of the following events: 
A. Com~letion of 12 years of continuous service with 
The Equitable, or 10 yean of continuous service 
with The Equitable and the attainment of 1120,000 
in production credits. Any period under agreement 
as an Agent with or in the service of The Equitable 
or any of its subsidiaries immediately preceding 
this Agreement or immediately following its ter· 
mination shall be deemed part of such service. 
B. The Agent's 65th birthday, if this Agreement is 
then in full force and effect, or if immediately 
following its termination the Agent continues under 
agreement with or in the service of The Equitable 
or any of its subsidiaries until his 65th birthday. 
C. The death of the Agent. if this Agreement is then 
in full force and effect. or if immediately following 
ita termination the Agent continues under agree-
ment with or in the service of The Equitable or 
any of its subsidiaries until his death. 
If this A~reement shall terminate, a coliection char~e. 
as specified in the Schedules of Commissions. shall be 
deducted from payment of vested renewal commissions 
except where such commissions have vested as provided 
in Paragraphs B or C above. 
V. · Asaignment1. No assignment of this Agreement 
shall be valid. No assignment of commissions or other 
payments due or to become due under this Agreement 
shall be recognized unless written acknowledgment of 
its receipt and filing is issued from The Equitable Home 
Office. 
VI. Limitations on Agent's 'Authority. The A1_ent shall 
not have any authority with respect to The utuitable 
or any of its subsidiaries other than as expressly stated 
in this Agreement. Without limiting the generality of 
the foregoing, the Agent shall not 
• make, alter or discharge contracts, 
• waive forfeitures, 
• grant permits, 
• name special rates or guarantee dividends, ( 
• make any endorsements on policies and annuity con• 
tracts, 
• accept or receipt for deferred or renewal premium• 
or considerations, 
• receive any moneys due or to become due except as 
specified in Paragraph I of this Agreement or as spe• 
cifically authorized in writing by an officer of The 
Equitable~ 
• deliver a policy of life insurance or accident and 
health insurance unless payment of the premium shall 
have been made during the applicant's good health, or 
• bind The Equitable or any of its subaidiari~ in any 
way. · 
VII. Regulations. This Agreement is subject to such 
rules and regulations as The Equitable has established 
or may hereafter establish covering the conduct of its 
business. 
VIII. Reledions. The Equitable shall at all times have 
the ri~ht in its sole discretion to reject any applications 
for policies of insurance and annuity contracts. 
IX. Reservation of Right1. The rights reserved to The 
Equitable in this A;,.reement. including without limitation 
those contained in raragraphs X, XI, and XIV, and Sub-
paragraph B of Paragraph XIII, shall survive the termi· 
nation of this AgreemenL 
X. Collections ancl Return of Property. All collections 
made by the Agent hereunder shall be kept in trust 
entirely separate and distinct from other funda, and he 
shall forthwith pay over the same in cash to The Equita· 
ble. The Agent shall return to The Equitable at the ap· 
pointed time, or on demand. all not paid for policies or 
contracts and all other property of The Equitable en· 
trusted to him. 
41. EXHIBIT "C" 
XI. Indebtedness.. The Equitable may offset against any 
claim for compensation arising under this Agreement, 
any debt now due or to become due at any time from 
the Agent to The Equitable or any of its subsidiaries, 
whether arising hereunder or otherwise, and any such 
debt shall be a first lien against any such claim. 
XII. Bond. The Agent hereby agrees to furnish, on re• 
quest, a bond of indemnity satisfactory to The Equitable, 
and maintain the same in force, in such an amount and 
with such sureties as The Equitable may require. 
XIII. Terminations. 
A. This Agreement shall be terminable forthwith if 
the Agent shall enter under contract with or into the 
service of any other insurance company or if the Agent 
shall fail to comply with any of the provisions or condi· 
lions of this Agreement, or if the Agent shall violate any 
law in force in the territory in which the Agent is doing 
business. 
B. If this Agreement is terminated by reaaon of vio· 
lation of Paragraph X or Subparagraphs A and B of 
Paragraph XIV, or if after termination of this Agree· 
ment the Agent enga~es in acta or practices _proscribed 
by Paragraph X or Subparagraphs A and B of Para· 
graph XIV, the Agent shaU forfeit all commiuion interest 
that he might otherwise have acquired under any agree· 
ment with The Equitable. 
C. Unless otherwise terminated, this Agreement may 
be terminated by either party by a notice in writing 
delivered personally, or mailed to the other party at the 
last known address, at least thirty days before the date 
therein fixed for such termination. 
XIV. Unauthorized Practices. 
A. Twuting. The Agent shall not at any time induce 
or endeavor to induce policyowners of The Equitable 
or any insurance subsidiaries thereof to relinquish their 
policies or contracts. 
8. Pro&elyting. The Agent shall not at any time induce 
or endeavor to induce an Agent of 'fhe Equitable to 
terminate his relationship with The Equitable in order 
to become a sales representative or sales manager with ( 
another insurance company. 
C. Rebate&. The Agent shall under no circumstances 
pay or allow, or otTer to pay or allow, any rebate of 
premium or consideration in any manner whatsoever, 
directly or indirectly. 
XV. Agent Benefit Program. The Agent may partici• 
pate in the Agent Benefit Program as now or hereafter . . ~ 
provided by The Equitable t~ the extent that he qualifies. 
XVI. Independent Contractor. Nothing contained here· 
in shall be construed to create the relationship of em· 
ployer and employee between The Equitable and the 
Agent. The Agent shall be free to exercise independent 
judgment as to the penons from whom applicationa for 
policies and annuity contracb will be solicited and the 
time and place of solicitation. The Agent shall abide by 
the rules and regulations of The Equitable in accordance 
with Paragraph Vll hereof but auch rules and regulation• 
shall not be construed so as to interlere with tho freedom 
of action of the Agent as described ia this Paragraph. 
XVII. Sole Agreement. This Agreement shall super· 
sede all prior Agent agreements, if uy, between the 
parties hereto. It is understood, however, that an obliga· 
tiona to The Equitable heretofore incurred or assumed 
by the Agent, and liens created in connection therewith, 
still exist, and the Agent's right to commiuioa under 
su~h prior contracts and agreements, if any, ia not im· 
pa1red. 
XVIII. Signatory. This agreement shall be elective as 
of the J ~ day of ~"'"Ntft'A.'l , 191¥-, 
when duly si~ed by the Asent and countenigned on 
behalf of The Equitable by ita authorized representative. 
( 
' 
of 
IN _.Wl'fl~ESS WHEREOF, the parties to this Agreement have subscribed their names. This 
~~ '197y. 
_;e 
.:J day 
Vincent F. Barbetta 
111 Stubtoe Drive 
Residence Adtlres!i 
Warwick (Kent), Rhode Island 02818 
City (County\ St:atr 
(202·1400.74·1) 
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THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY 
OF THE UNITED STATES, by 
. . } r.~,.;.. ... ., . : •# .• ,:· • •• . . . . ........ ._···: .,. ~.:: . ~ .. • .. .... : . , ..... . 14th Jl'.ct. 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
berciaa(ter called The EQUITAIU.~ and the undersicned, hereinafter called tile AGENT. 
IT IS'MUTUAU.Y AGREED, That 
I. Authority. The Agent when properly licensed shall 
canvua for applications for insurance policies anc! an• 
nuity c:ontracta to be iuued by The Equitable. or any 
in1urance aubwidiary thereof as may Le provided by 
asnemeat between The Equitable and the subsidiary, 
and ahall collect tho fint· premiums and consideration• 
thereon. 
II. Territory. The Agent may operate within the terri-
tory where he is properly licen.ed, but no excluaive righta 
in any territory are auigned to him. 
Ill. Commission• and Service FHt. The Agent shall 
be allowed commissions, service fees and additional com• 
penution on premiums and consideration• for insurance 
poUciea and annuity contracts secured under this Agree· 
ment in accordance with the Schedules of Commissions 
(iuuecl by The Equitable with notice to the Agent) in 
force on the date of the application for the -policy or 
contract, •• 1uch premiums and conaideration1 become 
due and are paid. Upon termination of this Agreemeat, 
however, tervlce feea and additional compensation, if any, 
ahaU no longer be allowed, and renewal commissions 
ehall be allowed on_ly aa provided in the V eating Provi· 
•ion at Paragraph IV below. 
IV. Veatlng of Commlaalons. Renewal commissions on 
pnmiuma for insurance policies and consideration• for 
annuity contractl tecured by the Agent under this Agree· 
ment, to the extent allowable under the Schedules re-
ferred to in Paragraph Ill above, shall become vested 
on the occurrence of the earliest of the following events: 
A. Completion of 12 yean of continuous senice with 
'nle ~itable, or 10 yean of continuous senice 
with The Equitable and the attainment of 8120,000 
in production credita. Any period under a_greement 
aa aa Agent with or in the tenice of The Equitable 
or any of its subaidiaries immediately preceding 
thi1 Asreement or immediately followins ita ter• 
mination shall be deemed part of such senice. 
B. The Agent'• 65th birthday, if this Agreement il 
then in full force and elect, or if immediately 
following ita termination the Agent continues under 
agreement with or in the senice of The Equitable 
or any of its subsidiaria until his 65th birthday. 
C. The death of the Agent, if this Attreement is then 
in full force and effect, or if immediately following 
ita termination the Agent continues under agree-
ment with or in the service of The Equitable or · 
any of ita subsidiaries until his death. 
If this Agreement shall terminate, a coll~ction char~e, 
as specified in the Schedules of Commissions, shall be 
deducted from payment of vested renewal commissions 
excettt where· such commissions have vested as provided 
in Para~raphs B or C above. 
V. Assignments. No assignment of this Agreement 
shall be valid. No auignment of commieaiona or other 
paymenta due or to becomo due under thil Agreement 
shall be recognized unleu written acknowledgment of 
its receipt and filing ia iuued from The Equitable Home 
Office. . 
VI. Umltatlon1 on Agent's Authority. The A(ent ahall 
not have any authority with respect to The ~uitable 
or any of its subsidiaries other than aa expresaly atatecl 
in this Agreement. Without limiting the generality of 
the foregoing, the Agent shall not 
• mak~ alter or di~c:harge contracts, 
• waive forfeiturea, 
• grant permits, 
• name special rata or guarantee dividendi, 
• make any endonementa on policiea and annuity con· 
tracll, 
• accept or receipt for deferred or renewal pnmluma 
or conaideration~, 
• receive any moneys due or to become due except u 
specified in Paragraph I of tbil Agreement or u ~ 
cifically authorized in writing by an officer of The 
Equitabl~ 
• deliver a policy of life inaurance or accident and 
health insurance unleu payment of the premium ahaU 
have been made during the applicant's good health, or 
• bind The Equitable or aay of ita subsidiaria in any 
way. 
VII. RegulatlonL This Agreement is subject to such 
rules and regulations as The Equitable has established 
or may hereafter establish covering the conduct of ita 
busineu. 
VIII. Reiectlone. The Equitable shall at all time• have 
the ri~ht in ite sole discretion to reject any application• 
for policies of insurance and annuity contracts. 
IX. ReMrvatlon of Rights. The rights resened to The 
Equitable in this Agreement. including without limitation 
those contained in Paragraphs X, XI, and XIV, and Sub-
paragraph B of Paragraph XIII, shall aunive tb· termi· 
nation of thia Agreement. 
X. Coll•dlons and Return of Property. All collection• 
made by the Asent hereunder shall be kept in trust 
entirely separate and distinct from other lunda, and he 
shall forthwith pay over the same in cash to 'Ine Equita• 
ble. The Agent shall return to The Equitable at the ap-
pointed time, or on demand. all not paid for policies or 
contracts and all other property of The Equitable en· 
trusted to him. 
EXHIBIT "j)" 
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XI. lndebtednea1. The Equitable may offset againat any 
claim for compenution arising under tbia Agreement, 
any debt now due or to become due at any time from 
the Agent to The Equitable or any of ill aubsidiariea, 
whether ariling hereunder or otherwile, and any auch 
debt ahall be a fint lien against any auch claim. 
XII. loncl. The Agent hereby agrea to furnish, on re-
quat, a bond of indemnity aatisfactory to The Equitable, 
and maintain the same in force, in such an amcnant and 
with auch auretia as The Equitable may require. 
XIII. TerminatlonL 
A. Thia Agreenum& ahall be terminable forthwith if 
the Agent ahall enter under contract with or into the 
eervice of any other insurance company or if the Agent 
ahall fail to comply with any of the proviaiona or condi· 
tiona of thia Agreement. or if the Agent ahall violate any 
law in force in the territory in which the Agent ia doing 
buaineu. 
B. If thia Agreement ia terminated by reuon of vio-
lation of Par.raph X or Subparagrapha A and B of 
Parapaph XIV, or if after termination of thi1 Agree· 
ment the Agent enga,;ea in acta or practica _pro~eribed 
by Parag_~p X or Subparagraph. A and B of Para• 
graph XIV, the Agent ahaU forfeit aU commiuion interat 
that he mig!tt otherwise have acquired under any agree-
ment with The Equitable. 
C. Unleu otherwise terminated, thia Agreement may 
be terminated by either party by a notice in writing 
delivered penonaUy, or mailed to the other party at the 
lat known addreu, at leaat thirty daya before the date 
therein fixed for such termination. 
XIV. Unauthorlucl Practlce1. 
.4. TauiJ~inf. The Agent ahall not at any time induce 
or endeavor to induce policyowners of The Equitable 
or any inauraDCe 1uh1idiariaa thereof to relinquiah their 
pollcla or eontractl. 
8. Pro1ely,ing. The Agent shall not at any time induc:e 
or endeavor to induce an Agent of The Equitable to 
terminate his relationahip with The Equitable in order 
to become a sales representative or salea manaser with 
another insu.rance company. 
C. Rebau1. The Agent shall under no circwnstaacea 
pay or allow, or offer to pay or allow, any rebate of 
premium or consideration in any manner wbllloever, 
directly or indirecdy. 
XV. Agent Benefit Program. The Agent may partici• 
pale in the ~gen& Benefit Program as now or hereafter 
provided by The Equitable t.o the extent that he qualifieL 
XVI. Independent Contractor. Nothing contained here-
in ahall be conatrued to create the relationahip of om· 
ployer and employee between The Equitable ancl the 
AgenL The Agent ahall be free to exercila independent 
judgment as to the penona from whom application• for 
policiea and annuity contract. will be 10licited aad the 
time and place of solicitation. The Agent ahall abide by 
the rulea and reg~lation1 of The Equitable in accordance 
with Paragraph VII hereof bqt such rulea and regulatiou 
shall not be conatrued 10 aa to interfere with the freedom 
of action of the Agent 11 described ia thia Parqrapb. 
XVII. Sole Ag,..ment. This Agreement lhaU au~· 
eede all prior Agent agreementa, if my, between the 
parties hereto. It ia undentood, however, that ..U obliga· 
tions to The Equitable heretofore incurred or auunied 
by the Agent, and lieu created in connection therewith, 
still exilt, ancl the Agent'• right to commiuiona uader 
~~rior contracts and agreement~, if any, II not im· 
XVIII. Signatory. This agreement lhaU be elective 11 
of the firs't day of JanuarY , 1971f , 
when duly sil!!ed by the Agent and couatenigned on 
behalf of The Equitable by its authorized ropraentative. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties to thia Agreement have subscribed their names. Thia fourth day 
of March , 19 7 a. • 
EXECUTED IN DUPUCATE 
/l/'l L ~""l't.," A~ L? '- /J?/I/1/. .. 
Alftll't Name (Printed) 
"/11.t.-t:Z>-•t C.i..dt.L~ .. .c .. --
Atc~n•'• Si1natur~ 
3 ,·. // -r;::-,_ '-'~14 t ~ A-'2·-v~ Rtsidmc:~ Addr~ss f 
(20.1-1400.74-1) 
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THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY 
OF THE UNITED STATES. by 
~ w...__.,. PruitklJI 
Countersigned by ~.~~ •1 A-M~.--
l4eh F.d. 
( 
. I 
~ 
~ 
.. 
• ; 
":J. 4 -· •• ,.J r"''1 .,,.;)QS~·u ·-ll'·.,·' ~-! 
'Pri}' :s11me as IJ is to appear O!J_the policy. ~· ~")!&tau ~ ~ Wa aD 
. finf · Middle lni&ial 1.au 
b. O~lr. ~tiss Ot.lrs. G~ts. OOtherTill~-----
c. List all c:urreiJI. occupations-Give Title(s) and Dutjs:s ~ 
. · l~O,t, ,11/tft(VifC(¢/(9 .JVtN'tU(' ~~ 
wUL-'1\1 
d. Date of ~~n~ _ . Mvl- . / t.y·· .. ~ 9 :~{; ; 
e. Age Neare.c;t Birthday t./ Z., • J. 
f. Place of Birth: State of .1/-· K---
g. Residence: State of_..zV:~A;.a....• ------
h. O)Male [Yremale 
,~, 
.1.."' '~ Initial F;4ca /~1nount 7 1)-.~.l.'lf'"'o--l~'!.,. __ ., :.;I'"!··-·-~-· .. ·~ .. n • .., • JL: l.."'l.J..a.6U.u ... ·'- I.J,} .,..,.., ........... : .... ~~ 
~ttri:tble Whole Life :......-::: 
0 V~riable Increasing Protection Life · S f q th!!?. _ 
Investment Alloc.:ation (\Vholo Numbers Only) 
0 Annual 0 Semi-Annual 0 Quanerly J 
·--li:V'Mont~!y . 0 Systcm·Matic: (Attach S-tvl Fonn) .. 
n ~ilitqry.,AUot'"e!'~~ .B~a~c:~ _ . _ • J Separate Account 1 Separate Account II --- --··· 
14"0 O!o + - o/o - 1000/o 
r - .. ~ . . " ~ ""'\ . r.· "' ... 
... <~\.n.1•Ulilll Jv- d~t••~ 
0 Acc:id.:ntal Death l~c=nctit *(Specify Amount): $. ____ _ 
Q-1lisability Premiunt Wah·er• 
0 Option to Purc:ha~ Add' I Ins. {IS$Ue ages to 37 only): s. ____ _ 
Term Riders: 
Decreasing Tenr ,., 
0 Familv ~nc:.ame: _Years s~--_,:;.::M;.;.;;•tt1:;.;:1h 
0 Moneage l,rot.: _Years Initial Amt.: S ____ _ 
Le\·el Term-_:Y .:arty Renewable 
0 On lr.~u· cd: s ____ _ 
0 On Additiur.:tl Insured (Se\! ~aye 2): s. ____ _ 
0 ln'=•-easing Term 
0 Ch;!dl-en'sTerm(Seepage2): S _Unit ____ _ 
•If Proposed 1'1cured ~a Child Ussue Age 0·14) see Limitations on p.2. 
Be::!efic1nr., fot Insurance on Proposed Insured. -lnc:lude Fun 
Name and ~llons!ti:o to ~poud Insure~ LA 4 ~ ~ ti'!.~: t,;~ $' 
WecO t4«ud•+ 4~;,. . 6 bw~rwl~ Jl.tt4G·t1,r,.rlJtA( (Je~N_r"'*!'! Unles.~ &tl~rwis.= requested. th{ ~-untingent beneticiary will be ~~e s.l~i.f.· .. ~ 
ing children of the Ins&. ':ed. in .:qual shar.:s. lf nom: survi\·e. payment will 
be made to the lnsur~d' s estate. 
The Beneftclary for an;; Terra Insurance on an Additional Insured or on a• 
Child will be .as state~ in the rid.:rs for those benetits. unless otherwise 
Register Date ____ _ 
CJ Salary Allotment: Register Date 
Unit Name 
Unit/Sub ... Unit No. if established: 
I I I I I I I I 
Dh·isible by 02 CJ4 OHold Prt!m. s __ 
Payroll No. ____ _ ~ 
.I 
a. Have you the PrcpllS~d lnsurcJ and rh\! Pur· ., 
chast!r if other than tht! Propo~t:d I n'iur"·J ' 
n:cc:iv~d a Prospectus f\lr the ~>olic\' a'Oli\!d · ~~~ofProspectus 4'~~ ,, .. I 
Date of any supplement ~ :s;:; i 
b. Do you understand that. under the policy ap· . ~­
plied for (exclusive of any optional bcnetits). ~ 
the amount of death benefit above the 
guaranteed minimum death benefit and the 
entire amount of the cash value mav increase l' 
or decrease depending upon in\''-!Stnlellt ex· 
p~rience? ~ 0 ~ 
c. With this in mind. is the policy in accord with : 
your insurance objec:th·es and your aauic::i.e_d.ted 
linancial needs? V• ~,· . u . · 
designated ire Sped a: lnstru~tions. 9 ,.. • ., - .t • • 
• ~ ::. ~Cl:.!l i!!~ !l·~:ct~~·~:~ ~ 
01'Jn.:J.• Ownrr·s Soc. Sec. orTax No. I A a~ 3t '2101217 L3t I a. 0 P;eliminary Term(PT) period of_days 
The Owner i~ ~•roposed Insured 0 Applicant tor Child (See lO.c.) ending • PT Premium s 
0 Other (Ghc l"ul~ Name): Mo. b.iy Yr. , 1 --
1/""0rllrr"", mntf'/.•r• ria~ :tullowi,,: 
G~lr. CJ~. ·; ·cMrs. Ot-Is. 0 Other Title ______ _ 
Relationshi~ to !ri: urcd ------------------
Spedly a ~u;:c~sscr Owm:r if desir.:d 
b. ~ate to save insurance age: _:.r.._-z.,..., ___ _ 
c. Other: 
lf.thc: P: ,)~~~~t. ·J ~r the Applicant for a Child is not the Owner and ---------. ---------
if all 1~· sc:ns design:h ·d dh: b~lon: the Insured. the Owner wilt l'te the -------------------
·'Westate 6f·t~t-·rastof slicfl persons U. die except where the Insured is a·. Child· ·• ..... ~ ~---/ .. · ... ~roo..r ., ---~··~ .... :.:.,;. : ~ .:· .... • • • • . --
. (se~ Nut" in !O.c.), . . . . 
.. , .. Mltlling~ A:dd~SS"OBu~~ss·(c;ive Full N~.rier- ~~~idenee · ••• -.... -.... -..• -:.."'---. -. ~.-"".-. -. -.. -.-~---. _-..• -. --.• -.. ----
1 3J 0 Ia I /I . 1 till Lfi..ULJ..o l &A 1J''QJ I~ teA (/'a I I 
· No. Strc:.:t Apt. 
Lf1.u/lilil~Lt!!. ~ I I I I I !_j 
Ci"· 
L ~I l' I "'' (, . , ' -~ '.L; ~ I . _: : r . ~I tr~ !~. '"\ : r ' .. l :_j.J\--1. •.• lLU'!" .n __ .......__ ~-- -. 
St.ttc Zip 
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NOT~: t: pun ~•tuest. "e "ill furni'b mu .. tn•· 
tiuni uf b~u~li•~. in~hulin~o: clc~uh bcn~·lhs •md I 
4.'ol'h \illu&-s. (ur (:lt tlu: \ari:lhl.: lire &u ... ;.:r~'"""~J· 
run,., :.,,,,li.:d (ur :uul t bl :s lhl"d ht"n4.·1it lif ~ ill• 
---~~~·i~) rur lh~ wn~t' pr.:miuan. 
EXHIBIT "E" 
1 
... 
., 
j 
·• 
t 
' ·I 
t 
I 
I 
I 
f 
-------------- .. 
--··-------.;--. 
10. Complete If Pr~posed In~..areu Is a Child. (Issue Aaes 0-1~., • ~ 
a: Will thtrt be more life insurance in etTeet on the Child to reduce tlte cha11ce of 11 minor Clliltl hco,... 
chan on any older child in ttae family? 0 Yes 0 No int tlte Ow11er. If all penons dairNUetl die 
If yes. explain: before the Cllild. the Owner will be tile CIUUL 
b. Appllcant•Complete If other tbaa the Child. 
i. 
Fina Name MsCidlelnstiaJ taSi Name 
ii. OMr. =Miss OMrs. OMs. CJOtherTitle __ 
iii. Date of Birth 19 y ••• 
Month Day -
iv. Cl Male CJ Female 
,.. Relationship to Child: __________ _ 
vi. Total Life Insurance now in effect: S 
e. Owner. If the Applicant is to be the Owner. after the Ap-
plicant's death the Child will be the Owner unless other· 
wise desiJnated in Special Instructions (in any such 
desianation include Owner's FuU Name, Rela&laaahlp to 
Child, and Social Security or Tas Number). 
NOTE: Cort~id• daianatinJ ""··adult second11ry Owner 
ll.Complet.e for ChDclna'a Term Rider. 
d. Optional Benefit on Applicant. 
Cl Supplemental Protective Benefit. Give Applicaat~a: 
i. A~ Nearest ii. P1ace of 
Balthday· Birth -------scaca 
. iii. Heiaht Ft._ln. Wei&ht __ lba. 
iv. Oc:c:i&pations-Give ntJe(s) and Duties: _____ _ 
I 
A'- ,....,. q11atiDu a pap J. u to A.pplicat. 
e. Limit11ti0ns On Child•s ADB and DPW B•n•/its. 
If the Accidental Deatb Benefit is applied for OD the 
Child, the benefit is payable only itthe Child dies after the 
Child's first binhday. 
lf the Disability Premium Waiver Bnefit. is ~pplild for on 
the ChUd, the benefit is eft'ective only if the ClaUd becolftll 
totally disabled on or after the ChUd's Stb birdlday. 
Giwe Names of Children below !D5l answer the Questions on pap 3 as to each ChUd. 
CBILJ)REN PROPOSED FOR INSURANCEs DU.ofBIIda 
NOTE: To be eJi~ble, dlildra (indudina stepchUdren and leaaUy adof.tcd chUdreal must not yet 
have reac: ed their 18th binhday. CoVerage does not ltqiD untO a child is 15 days old. Sa Mo. Dar Yr. 
FintName Middle Initial l:iitName 
. 
ll.Complete for Level Term Yearly Renewable Ride~ on Additional Insured. 
Complete below ID5l answer the Questions on pase 3 as to the Additional lnsurecl. 
PROPOSED ADDinONAL INSURED c:. DateofBirth: Mo. ____ Day ___ Yr.l9_ 
a. Print name as it is to appear on the Polic:y. d. Age" Nearest Birthday 
e. Plaee of Birth: State or ___________ _ 
f. Residence: State of -------------
1· 0 Male 0 Female 
Pint . Maddlelnataal Last 
b. List all current occupations-Give ntle(s) and Duties. 
h. Owner's Relationship to Additional Insured: -----
13.Complete If Using Existin~~ Option to Purchase Insurance. 
i. Existinglnd1\·idual Poli~· No! 
ii. Option Date iii. Option Amount: s ___ _ 
1' • · - Regular Opt iun ur 
= Option on Birth or Adoption nf Child 
Child's Name--------------
Date of Binh or Adoption _________ _ 
lfappl~·in~ fur Di,Olhilit~· Premium Wai,·c:r. i~ Propu~ed ln· 
\Urc:d no'" tutall~ di~abl~d as dt:tined in the ·Di~ability 
Premium\\' "'''\!r prun~ion of the: abm·c pulic~ '! :' . :_ ,,, 
-\r.~~ er the Qu~~tion\ un palle J e11J/.\· (I C'\'idcmC'tl u_i" iiUUrubiJit) 
: ···: :n\urunce tan1nunt af'phed tor Lwcr the: insurance amount 
This application is made under a provision in the policy In· 
dicated above permitting the purchase of individual life in· 
surance (the .. Option Pro,·ision"'). 
If this application is made within the time allowed and in ac· 
cordance with the other terms in the Option Provision. in· 
cludin:= timely pa~·ment of the full first premium for the op· 
tion insurance. then the option insurance shall take· effect 
upon the terms of the policy EVLICO v.·ould issue. 
n.h,.rwise. the option insurance ~hall not take effect. 
n cnnnectit'n v.·ith an optional benefit or any exc:ess of 
~- the Option Pro,·ision hhe option int ·--\ 
. 
.. 
-
·OTHER INFORMATION-At ,,. each .anoa Propoted 
10. buu---. UIIWft Quadona 14 ' 15. Allo ...... , Q ..... 
do111l6, 17 and 1111 Noa-Medlal. 
.,. 
• 
14.Hu an, Penon Proposed ror lnsuran~e: 
a. Within the last two yean been convicted of two or more movina 
violations or drtvinl under the influence of alcohol or druas. or 
had a driver's license suspended or revoked? (Ciive full 
deuaila- includinl dates, t)·pes of viola doli. and reasun ror 
license suspension or revocation.> CJ Y ts ~o 
b. Any plan to travel or reside outside the U.S.? ..<Give full 
details.) 0 Yes ~ 
c. Any other llfe insurance no•· in effect or application now pen· 
dina? (State companies and amounts.) ~es Cl Nu 
ballooning. han~·glidi lr parachudna? 'If .. • • :. 
yes, complete cation Supplement.) c:::JY•ICMf' ~.. ..~ 
c. Ever had an application for life or health lnaurance ' 
declined, that required an extra premium or was 
otherwise modified? (Ciive full details.) lW'I'es CJ ~o 
d. Repla• or ehanaed aay existina insurance or anDUilJ (Of' • 
any plan to .do so) asaumina the insurance applied for will 
be Issued?. (State compauies. plans and amu.) CJ Yes El-M~ 
16.Proposed Insured: Height J- ft • ....;z.ln. Wellh' I te tbs 
Additional Insured: Heipt Ft-ln. Wetpt tbs 
17.BM UJ Penoa Plo~ for laaun.acea 
a. Ever been treated f9r 01' had any indicadoD of hart trouble 
stroke, h~~load pmsnre, chest pain. diabetes, tumor c 
c&Dcer? (Gift full details.) GJ.Jra C N 
b. Within the last 5 yean. consulted a physician, or been eumi~ 
eel or treated at a hospital or other medical facility? Clnc:lud 
t ~. Hu' an' Pennn PropoMd Cor lnsur;•n .. ·e: medical check• ups in the last l yean. Do not include cold! 
a. Within the lall year na-Jn other than as a passenger or plan to minor virus infections. minor injuria, or normal prepancy. 
do so? 0 y .:s ~ (Give full details.) 0 Y n ~ 
18.Bu any Penon PrapoM for lnauranc:ea 
If yes: Total tlyina rime at present Hours: a. Within the last ten years repeatedly used barbiturate.. arr. 
Last 12 mos. Houn; Next 12 mos. Est. Houn. phetamines. halluc:tnatary druas or narcadcs? (Give fu 
(Complete Aviation Supplement for competitive. test. stunt or details.) 0 Yea li:l)l 
mlUtary ftylna. or crop dustina.) b. Within the last ten yeus received counselina or treatmer 
b. Enaapcl within the lat year, or any plan to engaae in motor regardin1 the use of alcobol or drup? (Give full dctaila.) 
racina on land or water. underwater diving. sky divins. CJ Yes ~ 
19.DETAILS. For each yes answer give Question number, name of penon(s) affected and full details. For 11 Gnd 18 dllo in• 
elude co~rditiOIIJ. dateJ. durution.s. trtu11ne111 tnrd r•.sultJ. and names a11d t~ddre.s.sel of pJq.icia11.s and medical ftJcilitia. 
o. Name of Penon Affected Details 
20.Complete il Flnt Premium Ia Paid Before the Polley Ia. DeiiYereda 
Have the undenianed read and do they agree to the conditions of EVLICO's Temporary Insurance Agreement. indudins (i) the 
requirement that all of the co~i~ns in that ~~ment must be met before any insurance takes etTec:t. aad (ii) the 5250,000 in· 
suranc:e amount lirnUdcaqt ~es 0 No I If ''No.·· a premium may 1101 be paitl before rhe policy il d.UNred.J 
Aalouat Pahla S ~· • /Draw clteclcs to ord~r of EVUCO.J 
AGREEMENT. The sianen of this application agree that: 
( 1 )The statements and answers in all pans of this application are 
true and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
EVLICO may rely on them in acting on this application. 
(2)EVLICO's Tetnporar)' Insurance As~ement states the c:ondi· 
tions that must be met befope anv insurance takes effect. if the 
full nnt premium for the polic~·· applied for is paid before the 
poli~· is delh·ered. 
tJ)Except a~ stat.:d in the Temporary Insurance Agreement. no 
insurance shall take efft:ct nn this applicatiun: (a) until a poli~y 
i~ deli,·cred and the full flnt ~mium for it is Piud ~·hil~ the 
· ,.,..n~osed Insured ts ._1f~J!!x'T \6} · beT ore --anr- Reg•ster Date 
specsfied in th•~ apph~auon: and (cJ unless to the best of m~· 
kno•·h:dge and belief th.: statc:ment~ and ans"'·-=rs in all (18ns of 
thi~ aJ'Pii\:atiun continue u.• be true: :and cnn1plete. without 
n\aterial ~hange. as of the time such prer:nium is paid. 
t4•Su a!!ent ur medical examiner ha~ authorit~ to mudify this 
A~rcc:nu:m ur the: Tcntpurar,· ln,uranc~ A..:rt.·emc:nt. n'~r tu 
\ 
"'aa\e an~ uf E\'llCO's rt~ht~ or requtremena~. EVLICO shall 
:~. \l .. n"t he h,•und "'~ an~ infnrntatiun unlc:\\ it i~ ~tottt:d in applica· Hun P~trl I. I-\ or 2 
IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT UNDER THE POLICY AI 
PLIED FOR (EXCLUSIVE OF ANY OPTIONA 
BENEFITS) THE AMOUNT OF THE DEATH BENEPI' 
ABOVE THE FACE AMOUNT, AND THE CASH VALUI 
MAY INCREASE OR DECREASE BASED ON THE I~ 
VESTMENT EXPERIENCE OF A SEPARATE ACCOUN' 
AND ARE NOT GUARANTEED AS TO DOLLA 
AMOUNT. 
~;~: r~u:J:~/19~ 
Sigrliture of Proposed Insured ,;r of Applicant if Proposed 1· 
sured is a Child. Issue A.:e 0·14. 
Si~nature ut ..\d~1itional ln~ur"·tl if required. 
Sil!nature ul Pun:ha~c:r il nul Pr••J'U\C:d hl\Urcd ur Applicar 
t H curp. \hu\to tirn1' ~ nt~nu~ an,a "!o=llatur~ (tf' ~uthuriLed nft1cel 
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THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED.STATES 
MILTON ADELMAN 
Repn!Mntatiw 
Member Presidenrs c•inet 
Mlmbw Millloft DoUat Round T•ble 
Ms. Sharon E. Wood 
3001 Mission Square Dr. 
Fairfax, Va. 22031 
Dear Sharon: 
6011 Executive Blvd .• Suite 206. Rockville, Maryland 20852 
January 5, 1982 
Would you please sign the enclosed form and return it to me 
in the enclosed se~f-addressed envelope. This is your request 
for withdrawal for "the EVLICO policy applied for. Please mail 
this back to me as soon as possible. 
Best wishes for a successful and healthy 1982. 
MA:gsc 
Enclosures 
Sincerely, 
Milton Adelman 
P.S. I have the i.VLICO policy in your folder which I will return 
to Equitable for cancella-tion upon receipt of your signed 
form. 
EXHIBIT "F" 
4.8 
(301) 770·1670 
1 
I ·~ 
.~ .. 
l 
f 
··~· 
l 
' 
.·.~ 
.. 
•• 
f 
~LJ.I I~DLt: 
v~.RlAIU LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
'. (~EVLICO 
SHARON ! \tiOOD 
3001 MISSION SQ DR 
FAlRFAX VA 2ao3l 
.. 
1285 Avenue of the A~cas 
New York, N.Y. 1001· 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE: 
EAST ·cENTRAL SERVlCE CENT~R 
P,O, BOX 1122 . 
CC~UMaUS t ·.OH 43216 
DATE OF MAILING: DEC 3 0 1981 
RE: POL N~•31052324 
INSD•IHARON E WOOD 
VARXABL! .LlF.! INSURANCE 
186 ,· 0 0 ·MONTHL. Y FOR A 
'T01AL CF &1,032~00 PE~ YEAR 
NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL RIGHT 
This notice is sent to you In ec:Cordance with the lews adminiltered by the United States Securitiel and Exchange Commission 
(''SEC"). Pleese read it care ully a retain it with your important records. 
' 
You have recen pur se a var le life insurance policy from Equitable Variable l.ife Insurance Company (''EVLICO"), 
under which bene 1t1 depend on the investment experience of EVI.ICO's separate accounts named in your policy. You heve, 
pursuent to requirements of the SEC and your policy. the right to examine and return your policy for cancellation. and 
receive a full refund of all premiums paid. at any time within 10 days from delivery of the policy or 45 days rrom the date 
of Part 1 of the application, whichever is later. But in any event you have until 10 days from the date of mailing of this notice, 
as determined by its posimark, to return the policy for cancellation. Accompanying your policy was a Personalized Policy 
Illustration of Deeth Benefits, Cash Values. and Accumulated Premiums under various assumptions as to the se~rete 
accounta' performenca. 
In determining whether or not to exercise your right, you should consider, among other things, the projected cost of your 
policy and your ability to make the scheduled payments for the premium paying period stated in your policy as they become 
due. Your policy provides for initial paymenu, as stated above. 
Also you have already been furnished a Prospectus which describes the deductions from premiums before amounts are 
allocated to the separate accounts. These are: 
For "sales load,'' a deduction which will not exceed the following percentages of the premium (exclusive of the 
annual deduc:ti9n for administrative expenses described below and premiums paid for extra mortality risks and 
optionel insurance benefits): 20% in the first policy year, 14.5% in policy years two to four and 7.25% tnereafter. 
For other charges. (i) an annual deduction for administrative expenses of between S4 monthly and S30 annually 
dependi,g on the frequP.ncy of premaum payments, (ii) a deduction only in the first policy year of SS for each 
S1000 of t-.ce amount of vour policy, (iii) an annual deductaon for State premium taxes equal to 2%, and (iv) an 
annual de:r.-si;tion for tho risk charge for tne guaranteed minimum death benefit of 1.2~:.. 
S~aould you decide to exercise this right of cancellation. complete the enclosed form and return your policy as outli.ned in tht 
instructions on the form, postmarked on or before the latest date permitted for cancellation as descr•bed above. 
:.:.! 2~37£ 
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Donald J. Mooney 
Pres•dent 
EXHIBIT "G" 
•t:: ' .. o 
r. 
• 
• 
,. 
·~ 
~\....1.1 IJ-"'.ULL 
J,ARIAIU UF£ INSURANCE COMPANY 
(~EVLICO 
~:IARU~~ E ".OUD 
~~Ul ~~S~lu~ ~~DR-
F • la. t- !. X V t ~ 2 ~ 3 1 
. 
1285 Avenue of the Ar teas 
New York, N.Y. Q1Q 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE: 
EAST CENTRAL 5EH~lCF. ~ENTER 
P.O, CC;X 111.2 
CULU~SUS, 0~ 4l21b 
REQUEST FOR WITHDRAWAL 0 E c 3 0 )98i 
R e: r ~ 1.. '.: '- - J ll s 2 : ~ l• 
1 r~SU•SN P klii·• F \·0~'0 
v•qiAeLE ~IFE lh~URA~CE 
~ba.OO t·~OI•Tt-tLY Fl"H:C A 
TOTAL CF ~1,032.00 FER Y~AR 
- Instructions -
Pleue Read Carefully 
l.f. after ruding the enclosed notice, you elect to return your policy for cancellation, you must: 
1. Sign and date tht bottom portion of this form. . 
2. Mail this notice together with your policy (if received by you) to: 
Equitable Variable Life Insurance Company 
[ SEE ADDRESS OF J ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE ABOVE 
3. Make certain that the postmark on the retum envelope is on or before the last date permitted for cancellation as 
dtscribld in the attached letter. 
4. Chock tht box on 'the bottom portion of this form if you have not yet received your policy at the time of mailing 
this form. 
- To Be Filled Out by Owner -
TO: Equitable Variable Li!• Insurance Company (EVLICOI ~ ~ 
ished me by EVLICO ereby return the policy numbered above (the 
"policy'') far cancillation and request a emaum paid by me for the policy. I hereby release EVLICO 
from any and aU daims arising out of or in connection with the sale or issuance of the policy and I hereby acknowledge that 
EVLICO's sole liability with respect to the policy is the refund to me of the premium paid for the policy. 
~.,/14A10J,. I'll?# {~.lto.~owl..r£ 6 Q~~:::·~:~:·) 
"' have not yet received the policy and should it be received, I will return it to EV LICO. 
l25·:!5l7E , .. ~ 
-... - '· . 
,_ 
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lH( EQuiTABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES 
MILTON ADELMAN, Representative 
6011 Executive Boulevard. Suite ., Rockville .. Maryland l0852 
' \ 
I 
\, 
' 
.. ' 
I 
\ ........ 
Mr. Mil ton Adelman . 
.The Equitable Life Assurance Socie~ 
6011 Executive Blvd.·, 1206 
Rockville, Md. 20852 
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£1 51,8961 NOTICE OF WITHDRAWAL RIGHT 
( Adostt..t in Rel~a~ No. U:·«MRZ c 11 H0,767l, Ot'tnb~r 18, 1976, ~ff~t'tivtt Nov~mh~r 
.m. IQ7l•. 41 ·t:. R. 47032.) 
(Ownrr'!' Same) I ~:um.• aaul ;\tJclrt<~" of J .. ifr Insurer) 
I Owner•,. Addr~~sl I Uatc of !\I ;ailing I 
J(E: (ContraC't Nunaht'r 
Insure-d' .. ~am&" 
Plan ~anu.· 
l'rc:naiuna I M odl' 
'\nnuali7.t•cl Prt•mium) 
Thia n<•ti.:,. i,. ~~~• 10 vuu in ;u·c:nrdam·,• with the law~ ;ulmini~te:rcd hy the l=nitecl Stat~!' Sttcuritit"!l and Rxt'hana,• ('nnunis-oinn f'"SJe:(" .. ). Pl,·a~t: read at t'artfully and 
rt•taiu it with your important rC'rnrcl,. 
Yuu h:n,• ret't•ntly I•UrC'haswcl a '·ariahlt: life.· inRurant'e contract fron1 I Name of Lift: 
lnsaun•r I unclt.•r whiC'h bent' fat"' d~p,•nd on the invc:stmt:nt experic:nct" of ( l':anac of 
S~parau· .\t't'nuntl C .. Account .. t. Y ,.u hah'l". punuant to rectuirt:n1cnt!' of th" SEC 
:mel ~·,•ur C'ntUract. th\' right to cxamint· ancl n•turn your contrat't for c:anct'llation. and 
r,•cciH· a full refund oi all pr~miumf' paid. :lt any time within 10 days from delivery 
t•f th" <.nmrat't or 4~ cla)'l' from th,• c.lah.· fli J•art 1 of the applitaticm. whichc:\'tr iJ later. 
hut in an)' ''"''"' )'Uta ha,·c.· umil 10 dil)'' from th" date of mailin" of thi~ notice, as deter· 
mintd h)· it!' po5t mark, to r~turn the.• C'ontract for canC'~IIation. ( Acc:ompan)•ing your 
c.•ontract will lac an illustration of the.' way in whiC'h th~ dt"ath benefit and cash sur· 
rc.-ndl"r '·alul' undt'r your contract will ,·ary to reft~c:t invttstnat"nt perfom1anc:t> by the 
.~rcounU IParc:nth\•tical statenumt i~ optional depending upon wht'ther an illustration 
ha!ic.•d "''"" the.' insur .. cl'!4 38l'. ~x. undl•rwritinK dassification and premiun1 modf' anum· 
in.,c a a:ru:oo'" annual im·~stment r~~.·turn. aft\'r allowant'\' for an~· ft'dt"ral int'nnat taxu, 
of oc;;. 4'i. and 8'1. will he furni~htd.l 
In dl'h·rmininJ,t \\•hc:tlwr nr "''' tu ,.,u.-rcia"' your ri~~tht. you 5hould conAidc.-r, amon" 
uthl•r thinw ... tlh· .,, .. ,,.,_·tt•cl ,·eo·l ui \'nur r••ntrac.-t a111l your ahilit,.· to malh" th,• achl'clult:d 
p;a\'IUL'IU:oo it•!' hil" ,, .. thr~· lt.:~nnu· ch.!t' Ynur c .. urra\'t J1r<wul"'" inr ,,a,·numb n~ "tat~cl 
•ahnH· ,.\l .. o \·ou han.· :&lr..·:\d~· lac.·,•n ;urni~"lw l a vrutllct'tus which d~~t'rthe!' ttw deduc· 
tion,. irc.m pr ... mium .. t.dorc ammu\1.· .arc allaC'att:d to the .1\C'count. Tht:te arc: 
J=',lr ~lc-!' load. a dtduc:tion which will not t-Xceed thtt followinR pert't"nta1es of 
the prc.-mium ( ~xclu~h·... of the annual deduction for adminiAtrative exp~nses de· 
licrih~d hcolow and prcnliunu~ paid for extra naortality risks and optional insurance 
hl"nt:fits. if any): (Stat" tht- lt>'\'f'l of !'ales load deductions in perc~ntages as specified 
in the prospttctus). 
For admini5trativ~ expenses, deductions will ht" made frona premiunas in the follow· 
iug p~rc:cntaKl"S for de~ignalc.-d expt'nses: (Statt" the administrative rharg~s in dollar 
amounb or pcrccmtagt"5 deducted iront the premiuna as specified in the prosp~ctus 
for thi,. ,·ariahlc life insurance contract J. 
Should \'OU dc:t'icle to ~xrrcisc thi!' rit:ht of canc~ltation. con1plete th" ~nclosed form 
and retu'rn ,·our "'m\rat't in ac:c:ordilnc\· with tht" enclosed in!>truction:o. post marked on 
or hc:for..- the latc:slll datt- p~rntittc:d for (anc~llation as described above:. 
I Same and Title of Offic~rl 
Fccleral Securitiea Law Reporta Form N-271-2 I 51,896 
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FRONT 
Instruction-. 
Plt•ast- Rc.-acl C:uc·(ull)· 
To th~ l:untmC't U\\·ncr: 
If. aftc.-r rt•:uhntc tht· cnC'Iu.-,•d uuuc,· .. ruu dt·t 1 h• n:turn ~·mar rnutract fur cancellation 
you n1111t : 
I. Sian ancl-tlatc the renu"· of thi~> card. 
2 Mail tht" card 1Ut(~ther with ~·nnr \"tllllfOI\"l (if rtr.:h·t-cl h) yetu) to 
I ~:lllh· ;uuJ ·\•l•lr~:!'- c of I .. ift- I n:oun·r 1 
J. Th'-' po~t n~ark on thl' l'nvclopc: must be on or before: the latest date permitted 
fnr ranrellatinn al' dt•llcrilwd in tl... attac-lu.od lcon..-r. 
4. l'leaH check the box on tht" r'"'·ers.: if you ha,·.: not yet received your contract 
when mailina this card. 
BACK 
Important-Sec lmnruction,. on Rever:ie 
To: I Nanlt· of Life ln1urer) 
l'ursuant to the terma of tbc notice previously furnished me by l Name of Life Insurer] 
1 hereby ret urn the contract nun1hered below for cancellation and request a full 
refund of the premiua1 paid by me for the contract. 
0 
Oatt" Sianaturc o( Contractowner 
Contrart !\umber 
I ha,·.: not \'Ct recch·etl thl" contrac:t :md should it bt- rl"cch•ed I will return it 
to ( !\ an1c o( ·Life Insurer) 
[P'orm N-23C·l bepna on pace 39,121.] 
I 51,896 form N-271-2 ® 1977, Commerce Clearillc HouH, lac. 
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VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF ROCKINGHAM COUNTY 
WALLACE J. WOOD, 
Plaintiff 
v. 
EQUITABLE VARIABLE LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Defendant 
0 P I N I 0 N 
AT LAW NO. 6764 
This case presents the question of whether the insured's 
purported cancellation of a variable life insurance policy was 
effective before her death. The Court is of the opinion that it 
was not. 
The Court thanks counsel for stipulating the operative 
facts. The documents attached as exhibits to the stipulation 
are incorporated by reference in this opinion as referred to, 
retaining the same Exhibit number. 
Sharon Wood (the insured) had previously purchased a 
· life insurance policy of the Equitable Life Assurance Society 
~ (Equitable) through its agent Milton Adelman. Mr. Adelman had 
,. 
j: 
1 ~ been an agent of Equitable for twenty-five years and had also 
l 
!1 :· sold and serviced policies for Equitable Variable Life Insurance 
'· 
I! 
'Company (EVLICO), a wholly owned subsidiary of the Equitable. 
I! !I On September 5, 1981, Adelman received the insured's 
I; 
1l application for a new.Variable Life Insurance policy with the 
I I appropriate premium, and EVLICO issued the policy on Octobe~ 20, 
I 
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1981, with coverage effective September 11, 1981. The policy was 
mailed to Adelman who retained it in his office. 
There was a discussion on December 17, 1981 with respect 
lj 
· to whether the insured would continue the policy or reduce 
: ~ 
1 coverage, and on December 30, 1981 Adelman called the insured to 
;; inquire whether she had made a decision. She then advised him 
;; 
that she did not wish to continue the coverage and. he said he 
:! 
.. 
I 
'• I. 
~ ; 
.. 
would send her the appropriate documents. 
On January 5, 1982, Adelman mailed the insured Notice 
of Withdrawal Right (Exhibit G), Request for Withdrawal (Exhibit 
H) with a cover letter (Exhibit F). 
The executed request for withdrawal dated January 9, 
1982 was mailed in an envelope (Exhibit J) postmarked January 
12, 1982. 
The parties agree that Rule 6 e 2 (b) of the Securities 
. and Exchange Commission (Exhibit K) regulates the sale of 
• variable life insurance policies with respect to the procedures 
applicative to the ten day Right of Withdrawal and is by ;· 
i• 
!1 operation of law incorporated in the policy. 
II 
,; 
;: 
,: 
;J 
The insured was a passenger on the ill-fated Air Florida 
li Flight 90 which crashed in Washington, D. C. at approximately 
II 
I! 
ii 
!I 
I 
I 
4:00 p.m. on January 13, 1982 and resulted in her immediate 
accidental death. 
Adelman is uncertain whether he received the envelope 
II 
on January 13, 1982 or January 14, 1982. If, whether he received j 
I 
II 
it before or after the death of the insured is critical to 
57 
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to decision, there would have to be a trial on this issue of fact 
which would probably be decided by who had the burden of proof. 
On January 25, 1982, EVLICO issued its check for return 
of premium. The plaintiff, beneficiar~ completed the requisite 
claims procedure. 
If the Request for Withdrawal (Exhibit H) was effective 
upon signing or posting, the defendant pervails. ·If, however, 
Notice of Cancellation was not given in accordance with the terms 
of the policy and statute, the purported cancellation was in-
effective. See, ~-~· ~ v. Metropolitan Casualty Insurance 
Company, 200 Va. 396. 
In the interpretation of an insurance policy we are 
governed by well established rules most recently articulated by 
Mr. Justice Thomas in First American Ins. Co. v. Seaboard~· and 
~ Ass'n, 227 Va. ___ , 227 VRR 408, 411. 
"A policy of insurance is .a contract, and, in the 
absence of constitutional or statutory barriers, the 
parties thereto are at liberty to make their own agee-
ment. It needs no citation of authority to assert 
that where there is ambiguity in the terms of an 
insurance policy, they should be liberally construed 
in favor of the insured and against the drafter of 
the policy; but this does not mean that a strained 
or unjustified construction of the policy is to be 
adopted, which disregards the plain meaning and intent 
f th t . .. o e par 1es .... 
The SEC regulations (Exhibit K) requires the insurer to 
·:provide the contract holder: 
.. 
"D(l) instructions as to the manner in which a 
refund may be obtained including the address ~ which 
the request form should be mailed:n- ( emphasis supplied) 
1: 
!I The address which was furnished was P. 0. Box 1122, 
'I 
'!columbus, Ohio (Exhibit H); Adelman's letter of January 5, 1982 
,, stated: "I have EVLICO policy 
5
8-'lich I will return to 
•' 
.: 
.. 
,. 
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:·Equitable for cancellation " Thus it was contemplated that 
·Adelman, not the insured, would comply with effectuating the 
termination, and his authority to do so was revoked by her death .. 
The language incorporated into the policy that the 
notice must be mailed to the Columbus, Ohio address is specific 
·and again as Mr. Justice Thomas points out in First American Ins. 
v. Seaboard~· and L. Assn'n. supra, 227 VRR at 413: 
II 
·' 
.. 
'! 
I 
"Some force and effect must be given to this 
language, as it is the duty of the court to construe 
the contract as a whole, and in the performance of 
this duty it will not treat as meaningless any word 
thereof, if any meaning, reasonably consistent with 
other parts of the contract, can be given. Smith v. 
Ramsey, 116 Va. 530, 82 S.E. 189, 15 A.L.R. 32. In 
Tate v. Tate's Ex'r., 75 Va. 522, 527, this rule is 
expressed thus:~n the interpretation of written 
contracts every part of the writing must be made, 
if possible, to take effect, and every word of it 
must be made to operate in some shape or other. And, 
where all other rules of construction fail, the 
words of the covenant must be construed most strongly 
against the covenantor." 
Adelman did not mail the Notice of Termination to 
·Columbus until January 18, and the refund check was not issued 
;;until January 25. The SEC Regulation (Exhibit K) provides: 
H "(E) Within 7 days from the receipt of such duly 
ji executed timely request for refund, the life insurer 
rl will refund in cash fo the contract holder the entire l; amount of payments . . . " 
.; 
il If the EVLICO had considered mailing to and receipt by 
ijAdelman as effectuating the termination, it would have issued its 
I' . 
!!refund check within 7 days from January 14, or not later than 
ii 
!!January 21. By waiting until January 25, it could not have 
!'considered mailing to Adelman to be equivalent to mailing to 
I 
, Columbus. 
The defendant is bound not only the the language of its 
59 
,. 
I 
! 
~ I 
•, 
.. 
.. 
li 
I· 
.l 
~.policy 
II 
! ~ 
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but by its own interpretation of its policy. 
Counsel for the plaintiff may submit an appropriate 
:~order granting judgment as prayed for in the Motion for Judgment, 
reserving the defendant's exception and making this opinion part 
of the record, pursuant to Rule 1:13 and Local Rule 1:3. 
.. 
.. 
j' 
t: 
.. 
,. 
I, 
I· ,. 
il ,, 
i· 
i 
Dated this 20th day of June, 1984. 
~-·· 1! \. .. ~... UD._G ... E-
Filed in the Clerk's Office 
Rockingham County, Va. 
.-· - 101984 ,fl~~-
- .~ .... ~li ·,-r"su 1 Deputy Cierk 
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VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF ROCKINGHAM COUNTY 
WALLACE J. WOOD, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
EQUITABLE VARIABLE LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY, 
Defendant. 
AT LAW NO. 6764 
FINAL ORDER OF JUDGMENT 
This day came again the parties, by counsel, upon the plead-
ings, proceedings and orders formerly had: upon the parties• respective 
Motions for Summary Judgment; upon Stipulation of Facts and documents 
tendered by counsel for the respective parties; upon the Opinion of 
this Court entered the 20th day of June, 1984; and was argued by 
counsel. 
UPON CONSIDERATION WHEREOF, the Court having maturely 
considered the respective Motions for Sur.1mary Judgment, and the Court 
being of the opinion that the insured's purported cancellation of the 
variable life insurance policy was not effective before her death: it is 
hereby 
ORDERED and ADJUDGED that plaintiff's oral Motion for 
Summary Judgment be and the same hereby is granted and plaintiff, 
Wallace J. Wood, is hereby granted judgment in the sum of Fifty Thou-
sand Dollars ($50,000.00), together with interest thereon at the rate of 
ten percent ( 1 0%) per annum from April 22, 1982, until paid, and his 
61 
costs expended herein, to which action of the Court, defendant, by 
counsel, excepted; it is further 
ADJUDGED and ORDERED that this Court's Opinion of 
June 20, 1984, be and the same hereby is made a part of the record. 
And defendant, by counsel, having indicated it~ intention to 
take an appeal from this judgment and having moved for a suspension 
of execution of this judgment pending action thereon by the Supreme 
Court, it is further ORDERED that execution of this judgment be and it 
is hereby suspended for thirty (30) days from the date of this order 
and thereafter until the Supreme Court acts on defendant's petition for 
appeal, provided that within said period of thirty (30) days defendant 
files with the Clerk of this Court an appeal bond in the penalty of 
Sixty Thousand and No Dollars ( $60,000.00) , with surety to be ap-
proved by the Clerk, conditioned according to law. 
ENTERED this L1_ day of July, 1984. 
., ,. - I Recor· ... • n .... 
. , 
, t n 
·,.,.. __ ~ l'f ,. i:.t.,• 
········--··=--..!...;! ~ ,..---~..C. --
• :. . ..:-.._~:.f' Or~ :»J:• ~, .... ,,. ~ _ ........ Pase ~--~·... .., ....... . 
,. ,; I .. . 
'/ '.f.:.'l .. L~~- .......... ~ 
" .. .. 
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ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN RULING AS A MATTER OF LAW THAT THE 
INSURED'S MAILING AND THE POSTMARK OF AN EXECUTED REQUEST FOR 
WITHDRAWAL PRIOR TO HER DEATH WAS INEFFECTIVE UNDER FEDERAL 
AND STATE LAW TO CANCEL A VARIABLE LIFE INSURANCE POLICY, 
DESPITE THE PROVISION OF FEDERAL LAW THAT THE INSURED'S RETURN 
POSTMARK DETERMINES THE EFFECTIVE TIME OF CANCELLATION, AND IN 
OTHERWISE RULING THAT THE POLICY WAS IN FORCE AT THE TIME OF 
HER DEATH. 
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